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Editorial 

ij ,. 

The Indian sub-continent represents a mosaic of varied racial, linguistic 
. and cultural patterns. Among them tribal culture occupies an unique 

position. As per 1981 Census the Scheduled Tribe and Scheduled Caste 
population constitute 7·76 and 15·76 per cent respectively of the country's 
total population. In the heart of India, Orissa, the State of rich tribal 
heritage, is inhabited by 62 Scheduled Tribe and 92 Scheduled Caste 
communities constituting 22·43 and 14·66 per cent, respectively of the total 
population of the State. The Scheduled communities irrespective of their 

number, language and place of habitation, occupy distinct places of their 
own in the main stream of Indian: culture and civilisation, retaining their 
own identity and cultural self image. 

I 
In the context of proqress, a new look at this cultural context has 

become essential. These communities are in different stages of economic 
and educational development. Hence, many programmes of economic 
development are being implemented to ameliorate their conditions, while 
retaining their identity and cultural core unaffected to the extent possible. 

Th·ere is no denying the fact that these communities require special 

attention for their development in order to bring them into the national 
main stream and to be at par with other communities. To formulate and 
implement meaningful plans and programmes for their upliftment, it is 
essential to know about their way of life, their culture, their needs and 

aspirations. 

'ADIBASI' aims at bringing home to the public in general and the 

Planners. Anthropologists, Sociologists and Administrators in particular 
· the cultural traits and mode of living of the Scheduled Tribes and 

' 
Schedul~-d Castes to enable them to perform the tasks properly and 

successfully. It also aims at studying the process of · cultural change in 
the context of such development. · ,, \ 

This issue includes three articles covering different aspects of tribal 
culture and development which will definitely provide the readers with 

Q1BnY useful information and approaches to the subject. 
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DEVElOPMEAT AND CULTURE· 
A VIEW .FROM IND/A'S TRIBAL WORLD 

Dr. Sitakant Mahapatra 

Tribals account for 7·76 per cent of India's and Andhra Pradesh and the Western parts of 
'population. They number 52·3 million as per the country, These regions account for about 

· the 1981 Census. They are largely concentrated 85 per cent of the total tribal population in the 
in 10 States of the Central Highlands, the country. The north-eastern States account for 
Chhotnagpur plateau, the Eastern Ghats in orissa the remaining fifteen per cent. 

TABLE 1 

Population of Scheduled Tribes in India by States 1 

State 

, (1) 

1981 1971 Increase 

Population Per cent of Population Per cent of 1981-71 

(millions) total population (millions) total population % 
(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Andhra Pradesh 

Assam 

Bihar 

Gujarat 

Madhya Pradesh 

Meqhalaya 

Orissa 

Rajasthan 

West Benqal 

Others (Incl. VI} 

All India Tribals 

3·2 

2·2 

5·8 

4·8 

·5·8 

1 ·1 

-, . 5·9 

11·0 

8·3 

14·2 

9·2 

80·6 

" 22·4 

12·2 

5·6 

,. 
2·2 

1·6 

4·9 

3'8 · 

3°8 

0·8 

. 5·1 

3·1 

,... 2·6 

3·4 
- 
41 ·1 

5·1 

11·0 

8·s 

14·7 

7·6 

80·4 

23··1 

12·2 

5'9 

52·3 7·5 

45'4 

37·5 

18·4 

26·3 
; 

52·6 

37·5 

15·7 

35·5 

19·2 

- - 
27·2 

1. Only States with tribal population over 1 million 
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'They occupy around 18·7 per cent of the total 
ge,ographical area of tpe country, usually in the 
difficult and inhospitable terrain in the hills and 
valleys. The soil has generally low productivity. 
The tribal communities of India vary widely in 
their degrees of isolation, levels of acculturation, 
numbers and ethnography, There are about 
250 tribal communities- in India speaking 105 
languages and another 225 'subsidiary dialects. 

· So .far as numbers are concerned the tribal 
communities range all the way from the Santals, 
the Bhils and the Gonds Who number more than 
4 million each to small groups like Chenchu who 
number less than 100 or communities like Man 
kirdia and Tharua who number less than 1000 
each. Obviously their social and cultural values, 
life-styles and the pace of modernisation and 
economic development vary very widely. The 
tribal communities range all the way from hunters 
and gatherers to settled peasant cultivators. 

Agriculture is mostly at the subsistence lever, 
often based on slash and burn techniques or 
shifting ·cultivation. A recent study conducted 
by the Administrative Staff College of Hyderabad 
reveals that production from land is very 
inadequate to maintain a household at subsistence 
level. They have therefore to depend on 
gathering minor forest produce for maintaining a 
reasonable economic balance and to supplement 
the meagre produce from the land. Geographi 
cally isolated, they live in areas which .are not 
well communicated and have poor infrastructural 
facilities. Their economy is only slowly getting 
monetised: Enrolment in schools is low and 
drop out rate very high. Percentage of literacy 
compares very unfavourably with the general 
literacy except in MeghalaYa and Assam (North 
Eastem States) where the tribals are more 
westernised and chrlstianised than in rest of the 
country. 

f 

l 

TAB LE 2 

Literacy Rate in Scheduled Tribes compared to Total Population by Stetes (Cehsus 1971) 

Tribal Population Total 
Total Male Female Population 

% % % % 

Andhra Pradesh 5-3 8·3 2·1 24·6 

Assam .. 26·0 34"6 17·2 28·7 
,•. 

·4 Bihar 11 ·6 18-4 4·8 19·9 

Gujarat 14·1 21·8 6-5 35·8 

Madhya Pradesh ,> 
7·6 13·0 2:2 22·1 . 

Maharashrta 11 ·7 19·1 4·2 39·2 

· Meghalaya 26·4 30·1 22·8 29·5 

Orissa 9·5 18·4 2·6 26"2 

West Bengal 
., 

8·9 ·14·5 3·1. 33·2 

Many of them possses a well-knit socio-cultural 
system, strong kinship bonds, a stable village 
organisation and a fairly high level of performing 
arts. They also fabricate many exquisite art 
objects in metal, bamboo timber, local grass 
and leaves of trees. The textiles produced 
manually in small looms and their pottery are 
of very high order of excellence. TheY also 
have a high level of plastic arts. -Their wall 
decorations with mural paintings, using local 

sarth'colours and other supplemental primary 
colours, are also of a very high level sophistica 
tion and complexity. The Saora pictograms 
painted on the walls by the priest (Kudan) 
have attracted world wide attention. Verrier 
Elwin had documented some of it in Tribal Art 
ot Middle India. A more comprehensive docu 
mentation and analysis done by this author 
linking this plastic art-form to its ritual base to 
cure/ward off diseases, and natural calamities is, 
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shortly going to be published .. The Santals of 
Eastern India build houses which are well-koown 
for their symmetry, cleanliness/ elegance and 
they paint the walls. with floral motifs and 
geometrical designs. Most of the trlbal communi 
ties have a vast r1epertory of songs and dances· 
linked to ritual performances at the . recurring 
festivals of the J!Qricuftura( cycle and occasions 
of lifecrises· or rites of passages such as birth, 
marriage, death end attainment of puberty. This 
author has translated and edited with critical 
introductions seven anthologies of such oral 
poetry of the Indian tribes. These song-poems 
reve2I a high degree of competence in using 
language, a preference for use of symbols even 
in matter-of-fact dav-to-dav social communica 
tion. and an attitude of celebratinq life even in 
the midst of poverty and deprivation. They 
reveal a sense of grstitude for. the fact of being 
alive and· a mood of acceptance of life on its 
own terms almost in an existential va«. th'ere 
is no fashionable despair. cvnicism or· turning 
back on life. / 

Thus a fairly' high level of social and cultural 
\ expression co-exists with economic backwardness 

and isolation ir;i the tribal world of India. 

Right up to the end of the sixties the low 
density of population in the tribal areas made, 
possible a reasonable balance , between · the 
system of agricultural production through 
shifting cultivation and dependence on: the 

, forest. However with the passage of time 
the population of the tribal communities has 
increased. On the · other hand population 
pressure in the plains have also pushed up the 
non-tribal people to · these areas. Besides 
this a number of lndustrial, Mining and Irrigation 
Projects have come up in the tribal areas 
which has resulted in the acquisition of tribal 
land for public tjurposes and depletion of public 
land. All this has resulted, in the loss, of good 
arable land and the tribals nave been forced to 
become even more dependant on the ·hill slopes 
and the forest. On the other hand, increasing 
demand for fuel and timber in the plains has 
also multiplied and this has resulted in the 
shrinkage of forest areas. 

Combination of these above factors has 
resulted in the tribals ,1 iving today in a rather 1 
deteriorating economic and environmental· situ 
ation. As the area on which they depend 
for sustenance decreases the rotation of shifting 
cultivation on a particular patch becomes. faster. 
This in turn results decrease of soil fertility, 

less yield and in some areas even accelerated 
soil erosion. 

Since independence public policy in lndiir 
has sought to protect the tribal communities 
in the face of their vulnerabiliW to exploitation. 
Article 46 of the Constitution of India provides 
that "the State shall promote with special care 
the educational and economic interests of the· 
weaker sections of the people and, in particular, 
of the /Scheduled Tribes, shall protect them 
from social injustice and all forms of exploita 
tion". There are other provisions in the 
Constitution which reiterate - this basic principle. 
Over the years there has alsobeen a host of 
special legislati_ons and action programmes· for 
protection and economic advancement of ·the 

/ tribals. 

On the whole the central objective of 
tribal development has beef') their socio-economic 

. progress with a view to integrate them with 
the rest of the community on a footing of 
equality· while maintaining their cultural 

' . 
autonomy to the largest extent possible. There 
has been a search for a proper design of 
development which will marry their natural 
talent, cultural forms, value-svstems and perso 
nality-traits with the imperatives of. growth and 
modernisation. 

The objective of the development policy is 
thus to work through their socio-cultural institu 
tions, putting right emphasis on the· ecology of 
the region and ta.5tng into account the tribal's 
dependence on' the forest and hill-slopes. 

All generalisation about the tribal _ world of 
India, will suffer from a degree of 6ver-simplifi 
cation. However, certain general aspects of the 
mechanism of change and modernisation can be 
examined and conclusions drawn. This author 
has had the privilege of working among a large 
number of tribes in Eastern India particularly. 
Orissa, Bihar an:d West Bengal among whom are , 
some or the major communities like the Santals, 
the Mundas and the Kon'dhs as well as the 
smaller communities like the Juang and the 
K~a~ . 

It is possible to speak of a folk-tribal conti-, 
nuurn i~ the Indian social situation. However, 
the real folk' tradition and the tribal traditions 
differ iri certain essential features. The rural-folk 
social .systern' is dominated, by the non-trlbals, 
majority of whom happen to be caste-Hindus. 
Value-systems, traditional mores, life-attitudes, 
social hierarchy and patterns. of authority differ 
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_/ ' significantly. The tribal societies on the other 
hand, have some degree of commonness and 

_ parallelism in the above aspects as also in their 
~appioach to disease and sickness.lite rnd death 
and the communi'ty's attitude to religion and 
modern values, modernisation and trcditiorr. 
JI1forming all such .attitudes and value systems 
there rs also often a search for their own ident.tv. 
the .roots. Ethnic culture tonds to bolster socio 
cultural egonism. Writting about Maxican Ameri 
ca faced with the a nonvmitv and- sense of loss 
in the .settinq of urban life, Am,31·ico Pareds 
{1968) notes the responses of the ind\vidw:I in 
seeking "to give some meaning to existence, 
some dignity and individuality to himself, by 
shorirrq up his ruins with the bits and pieces 
of his ethnic past." 

\ 
Ethnic identity takes shape m a disperate 

mass of ethnic folklore .. The supernatural and 
the symbolic aspects of asserting such identity 
are enshrirred in the folklore. Milton M. Gordon 
(1964) speaks of two types· of such group.; 
identificationshistorical and pa.ticipational. The 

. former is .based upon :i sense of ."paoplehood" 
and '·shared fcrte" while the latter is _ based upon 
a sense of being comfortable with some, as 
disti n6t from others. The tribals often have an 
elaborate historical . mythological account of 
their ancestry, peoplehood and shared tate. An 
ethnic group consists· of those who conceive of 
themselves as being alike by virtue of their 
common ancestry, real or fictitious, and who are 
so regarded by others. · 

This sense of identity and cultural self-image 
defines a tribe's degree or.ethnic solidarity and 
often sets it apart from other non-trihal world 
which encysts it. ft is in this sense that the 
tribal societies in India are significantly different 
from their counterparts in Africa where they 
constitute the predominant. majoritv and in many 
cases control political power and authority. . . .. , . 

Significant political. and . economic changes· 
we taking place in India's tribal world. New 
technologies in agriculture, family planning and 
.health, ir igation projects and sub-plans for the 
tribal areas, the panchavatira] system of political 
decentralisation, arid participation have come in 
to the area. Tl1e tribal can · nq longer .remain 
geographically or socially exclusive. On the one 
hand there is a discernible vested interest in the 
maintenance of an exclusive sense of identltv 
emphasising a Great Tradition. On · the other 
there is a growing - awareness that the new 
political and economic system alone 'can bri~g 

in the benefits of economic development, such 
c:s roads, drinkinq-water 'wslls, modernised 2gri 
culture. schools, dispensaries; co-operative 
societies, branches of rural banks and extension 
workers enqaqsd in Jhe task of development. 
There are the. tradition,:l, often hereditarv leaders, 
the otd-worlo elittis who despite their declining 
authority "in the present political context, still 
hold away over the minds of tho people. There 
are again the. modern ·politic&! leaders, the 
power-elites of C. wright Mills,· the ward 
members, the Sarpanches. the Panchavat Samiti 
Chairrnan who have access to the new world of 
development throuqh cornmunitv development 
blocks, intensive rural devalopment programmes 
and the inteqrated tribal dovoloprnent pro 
gr2,mmes. There are existing · traditions in 
education, agriculture, health practices which are 
cnchored to the old talue system on which the 
modem .. processes of growth and the new 
technology impinge. Sometimes there is the 
dift'icult task of rsconcilinq the old and the new, 
the traditional and the modern, in different fields 
of personal and social life. How is the resultant 
tension and conflict bping.sought to be resofved 
and a new sense- of identity forged ? ! n . b: ief 
how do · the modem Political process &11d 
economic development act on the ritual-based· 
cultural matrix of the tribal world and its 
tradition-dominated socio-political culture ? T~,e 
tribal societies are face to face with two worlds 
which are sometimes in binary opposition. The 
intuitive supernatural and the matter-of fact 
rational; the mythological vesterdav of glorious 
traditions and the real tc-dav with its deqrada 
tion and poverty; ethnic svncretism linked -to 
socio-economic discontinuities· and the dream of 
a possible pan-tribal unity. Such problems are 
unavoidable in a society undergoing rapid trans 
formation. That however generates an attitude 
of ambivalence both towards tradition and. the 
modemisation process. 

The controntction: between the old value 
system and modem economic processess can be. 
illustrated by the following'"'two examples which, 
the author studies iri detail in the Santai society. 
The first relates to the modernisation of Santai 
agriculture. Santals · happen to be one· of the 

· most accultuled tribal society and the extension 
methods in aqrlculture. the new techniques and 
packages of p-actices have been better assimi 
lated by them. Even in this society z.cceptance 
of the new technology and- practices sometimes 
present certain problems. After all technology is not 
merely a matter of tools and equipments. ft also 
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implies a particular intellectual 'and emotive 
structure. Modernisation of agriculture implies 
a growing complexity in inter-cultural opera 
tions. Seed has to be sown at 2 particular rime. 
the application of ·fe;~ilizer, weedin_g, etc. have 
also to be at specific- and prescribed times. In 
other words, the farmer has to orient his mind 
to the needs of the time-sequence and duration. 
The Scntals. like most other. tribal groups, find 
it difficuit to become a slave to the time 
machine. Rarely the tribal is bothered about 
time and its flux. A whole village may spend a 
whole 'dc:y running curiously after a. wounded 
pigeon hopping away from tree to tree, with the 
fond hope to catch it when it fails. _ This .mav 
be ·what Huzing~ in his Decli~e of the Middle 
Age calls the plav-alernent in- culture. iren 'the 
homo sspien in the, tribal world is more of man 
the player, the homo Lutlen. Lewis Mufoi d in 
his Technics and Civilisation rightly pointed .out 
that the time-piece end not the steam-engine was 
the real father of the industrial revolution. 

Right from the sowing of seeds to harvesting 
the Santals have a number of ritualistic festivals 
which are accompanied by appropriate' songs 
dances and feasting to propitiate the relevant 
Gods end Goddesses. One of these, the- Erok 
ritual, is celebrated before deweeding operation. 
in the village Sarne. It involves offering of 
fowls and rice-beer to .Jahar Era (Mother Earth). 
The following .nvncation song fs recited. 

Let twelve seedscorne out of each see·d 
.Let not disease attack the seeds· 

. ' . 
Let not weed and gr~ss nc.t up the crops 
Let dark and heavy rain-clouds come -from 
the sea and turn .the Earth green. 

This ritual is partlv.a vegetative and pertly a..., 
facunditY ceremony. .The Santals believe that 
proper propitiation of Gods ~nd Goddesses is 
essential for good· crop and crop failure is. due 
to their wrath. In a year of crop failure an old 
man told this authorthet the Erok ritual was not 
properly done and . the crop started dying in 
September and there was not even a drop of . 
rain from the skv.' ·,'They tried to save the 
crop by working a pump. Still there was no 
rain and the standinq paddy crops finally died. 
Could they save the- crop ? No:~!-low could 
they w,hen .Jahar Era wanted it the . other ws»," 
he asked. 

Belief in propitiatihq G9ds and Goddesses 
and .beqinninq certain aqricultural operations · by 

relevant worships sometimes aHects agriculture 
adversely in another wr.y. One Santai village 
had, after lot of extension work and· persuasion, 
taken to hybrid maize. The fields were properly 
cuttivated.. The crop WES coming up very well. 
But the Asedie . festival was delayed. The 
village Manjhi had gone a fortn:ght prior to the 
festival to his father-in law's· house nearly fo~ty · 
kilometres away and there he Iav very sick. 
He had not been able to decide, in consultation 
with the village elder, the date for Asadia and, 
as such, the festival had not •"been nsfd. And 
nobody in the village would enter -the field for 
deweeding 2.s the Asadia worship had not been 
done and it 1N3s a taboo· to do s~ Some Young 
boys who hed read up to ninth and· tenth class 
atgu$d that the weeds had grown very fast and 
the fine maize crop was going to die unless 
deweedinq was immediately done, Th.eY 'were 
described as ''faithless" and finally the voice of 
the elders won. The dsweedlnq was done only 
alter Asadia but more than a fortnight's delay had 

· considerablv damaged the crop. · 

It is evident that the modernisation of aqri 
culture which demands tiruoly inter-cultural 
operations sometimes. come into conflict with 

✓ the ritualistic basis of aqriculture. Here techno 
logy and ritual must mix creating a new system 
of ritual flexible and liberal enough to absorb 
the demands _of the new techno!o"gY. For 
instance, there could be greater adaptability in 
the timing of the festivals and the authority or 
agencv Who decides the date for different 
festivals. 

In the sthere of water-supply a similar situa 
tion was witnessed in a J uang village. The 
villagers depended on drinking water from the 
running hill-stream for ages. Due to deforesta 
tion the hill-stream slowly dried up and the 
community development block dug a well. 
Initiatlv the Juang villages were somewhat 
reluctant to use this new facility. When they 
eventually trie.d to draw water with earthen 
pots a number O\ such pots were broken because 
of their inexperience and word -went round that 
an evil spirit or Bonga· inhabited the well and 
that it was a siri"to have dug up mother earth. 
It took a lot of persuasion and a phvsical demon 
stration of drawing water with aluminium buckets 
to prove that there were no Bongas. , In · another 
village a resourceful Block _Development Officer 
utilised their own value-svstern by _offering a 
worshlp to the Bonga at the well site . and then 
demonstrating . that thereafter there was no 

/ 
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damage to the buckets. On opcasions of sickness, 
. disease and death simila_r situations of confronta 
tion between the old and the new have often 
taken place. 

The tribal's pain-threshhold" is generally very 
high.· He would not run, to a dispensary or a 
doctor unless the matter is really very serious or 
he feels he is dying. It \s for this reason that 
modern health practices and the dispensaries are 
not easily accepted by him. No doubt tho old 
and traditional thing is slowly dying away under 
the growing impact of modernisation. But the 
Ojhas (spirit-healers) the Ja~a (the priests)· 
still hold sway in· many interior areas. The 
ritual performances in 'rnanv tribal societies are 
extremely -costly. This generates a cycle of 
poverty, indebtedness and more poverty. The 
ritual basis of . agricultural festival as also of 
life-crises festivals .such as birth, marriage and 
death is slowly getting diluted and eroded under 
the modernisation process, 

There was a time when social anthropologists 
and economists used to look upon the value 
systems of itne· tribal world as inherently and 
irrevocably opposed · to growth and economic 

. development. Luckily today there is· a more 
rational approach to the subject and there has 
been a growing awareness among all concerned 
that in tribal social values and personality traits 

, there are growth:_positive as well as growth 
\ negative factors and a proper. desi'gri of develop 

ment has to utilise the former and trY to eliminate · 
or side-line the latter. The tribal's love of life, 
zest 'for living, strong sense of cornrnunitv, lack 
of .anxietv . and an over-riding preference for 
happiness are positive factors that deserve to be 
recognised and utilised. There is a story, 
perhaps somewhat apocryphal, of an American 
agricultural . expert waiting with his Indian 
counterparts at, a rlver-crossinq, for the. ferry. 
He found two boys sleeping in the shade of the 
banyan tree on the river bank. The time was ten 
in the morning and he asked them, step by step. 
through the, interpreters as to how they, should 
work, earn more, save and then go and enjoy. 
They replied that . they have worked hard last 
3 days and earned quite. a bit. They told the 
interpreter to tell the expert that he wanted 
them to work hard, earn, save and· than· enjoy 
and that is I what they were precisely doing, 
then. Economists have often bemoaned the 
lack of the aquisitive instinct and the abil~tY to 
save and re-invest among the population of the 
Third world, That is quite right but can we 

' 

totally ignore the extreme end-product of this 
process of growth? There are two groups of 
planners and developers. One would like this 
world to be a happier and better place to live · 
in, with other men in society and nature. 
Another group\would like to make it an · increas 
ingly efficient enqine for progress. We need to 
reconcile the objectives and strategies of the two 
groups somewhere .. 

A word about tribal education and its 
relevance for economic g,owth and development. 
The tribal's traditional education was never •very 
formal. tt emphasised community involvement 
and a measure of 'intense socialisation. · Moral 
instruction was at its core and the techniques of 
instructions were also well adopted to suit the 
typical needs of that society. · In brief, traditional 
education W-9s supposed to make the child ready 
for the world which he was to face: This cannot 
be said to be true of the new education that has 
been taken to them. Emphasis is now on con 
ceptualisation rather than on informal le-arning of 
technique. They, on the other hand, excel in 
the ability to fabricate and assimilate techniques. 
Primitive education in the · words of Margaret . 
Mead "was a process by which continuity was 
maintained . between parents and children. 
Modern education includes a heavy emphasis · 
upon the function of education to create discon- · 
tinuities to turn the' child of the peasant into a 
clerk. or the farmer into n lavyyer, of the illiterate 
in to the literate". From this point of view, the 
kind of education which we plan for the ,tribal 
societies in transition is· of great relevance. Too 
much emphasis should not be placed on concep 
tualisation .or formal learning. The education 
that is to be imparted should have \more to do· • 
with the manipulation of objects and processes 
and l~arning of techniques. This is not to ignore 
or under-estimate the importance of the rational 
process iihd the need for /.developing logical 
thinking in the tribal mind. It is only to say 
that this need should be put to a. tater stage and 
should be slowly brought into operation by a 
process of gradualism only after the tribal has 

· learnt a few techniques by the natural intelligence 
which he possesses.' ' 

'The jdea of good life is integrally linked. to 
the relationship between thesocial order and the 
moral order. Writing way back in.1930 Franz Boas 
held that ·"it is much more difficult to speak of 
\Progress in any cultural activity" and that funda 
mental" ethical/ attitudes have shown a "lat:k of 
change" (Boas: 1930) .. This was another way 
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of saying that in terms of historical evolution of 
/ societies, one could only speak of the deve 

<lopment of technology and not of culture. The 
good and happy life which the tribal believes in 
is integrally linked to his view of culture which 
incorporates an· emphasis on health and disease 
free life, love of fun, a reasonable _degree of 
freedom and leisure opportunities, an intimate 
balance between the · individual existence 
and the natural, social and the supernatural 
orders. .The emphasis is thus on balance 
between different orders of realities, It was 
Kroeber who had observed that there are 
three approaches that seem to yield at least 
a partial standard of what constitutes •'higher" 
or more advanced culture. No doubt, one of 
these three is the cumulative development of 
technology and science. 

The other two standards Kroeber, proposed 
lead us into recognition of differences between 
the more urbanised societies and the tribal 
societies with reqard to their view on the "true" 
and the "qood". (Kroeber: 1948), 

' 

The first is li_rrked to the criteria of magic 
and superstition, The visions and magical 
beliefs of the individual give place to rationalised 
scientific attitude in the quest for truth, The 
second criterion for .proqress was described by 
Kroeber as "rhe . decline of infantile obsession 
with the outstanding physiological events of 
human .life". The primitive, according to him, 
allows to obtrude into public recognition and 
the social order -'blood and death and decay', 
On both these counts the tribal society could 
be said to be rapidly moving from the so called 
pre-civilised society to a literate civilised societv. 
Even though the life-crises such as birth, attain 
ment of puberty, marriage and the funerary rites 
are celebrated with· great deal of ritualistic 
rigidities, slowly, with the spread af 'education, 
their importance seems to be getting eroded . 
The younger generation is no longer seriously 
interested in it, Nor are they interested in 
what they consider the expensive and time 

. consuming rituals which punctuate the agri- 
cultural cycle. The . same thing also has 
:happened to .magical beliefs and superstitions. 
No doubt such beliefs still continue. , Belief in 

-witchcraft end I consequential murders are still 
prevalent. Btif in terms of frequency of occurr 
ence there a perceptible decline over the last 50 
years. The acceptance of the natural order consti 
tutes an integral element in the tribal view of life; 
The tribal working on the land does not set 

himself in opposrtron to it. He works with 
the elements and not . against them, is in 
harmony with them -" and not in conflict. 
There is no attempt' whatsoever to conquer 
but to coexist, He depends on rain, sun-shine, 
the soil as a part of a benign mutual inter 
dependence. Nature is not exploited. It is 
enjoyed with a spirit of humility, thanks giving 
and love. And the enjoyment is mutual. 

Tile propitiation of the supernatural order 
which determines the moral order is also 
intense and intimate. There are siqnificant 
contrasts in the thinking ~- processes between 
the tribal society and other more urbanised 
societies. It is · not merely in the modes of 
.social co-operation or the use of linguistic 
patterns; it' is also discernible in the personality. 
type and the general world-view, the latter 
meaning the "desiqnation of the existent 
as a whole". This basic conception that the 
natural and the supernatural order, the physical 
and the moral order should remain in close and 
intimate co-operation end organic balance is 
integral to tribal's way of Iife.and thinking. 

" The' elaboration of the riturfs, the sonqs and 
dances which accompany them and the 
invocation of blessings for the prosperity and 
well-being of the community as a. whole, 
reveal the sense of intense community-participa 
tion and the regard for a moral, · supernatural 
order that determines the fate of the social and 
physical order (Mahapatra : 1979). 

' The erosion of belief in rituals is linked to 
the awakening and intensification of a spirit of 
rationalise. Rituals depend 'upon an intuitive 
perception of reality by a mind attuned to such 
perception and an implicit faith in the efficacy 
of the activities associated with the" ritual 
for solution of the life-crises. The foundation· 

· of such belief is an unquestioning faith that 
accepts things either because theY have been 
handed down from posterity and are, therefore, 
sanctified by tradition or because non 
'observance · of them is. taboo. Rationalism 
impinges on this kind · of unquestioning faith ; 
and starts asking disturbing questions. It is 
not satisfied by explanations readily offered. 
It would like to go beyond simple answers. 
Technology· is the product and the expression of 
a temper based on such a logical frame of 
mind and is thus, in a way, directly inimical· to. / 
primitive ritual. The confrontation between I 
these two frames of mind, the two mental 
climates as they were, is evident in several 
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fields of economic activity and societal relations 
such as agricultural operations, attitude towards 
sickness, disease and death, divinations and 
the supernatural approach to medicine, political 
and social leadership and, above all, in attitudes 
towards life and death. 

, Such confrontation has a relevance for 
modernisation and development. Sometimes on 
entire village is face to face with such 
opposing forces. "When ;a village is faced with 
a suggestion 1of change, there exists a balance 
of forces. On one side of the scales are those 
forces which are against change-conservatism, 
apathv, fear and the like : on the other side are 
the forces for change-dissatisfaction with 
existing conditions, village pride, and so on. 
Successful community development consists 
largely of choosing those projects where the 
balance is almost even, and then trying to lighten 
the forces against change or to increase the 
factors making for change." (Jackson : 
1956:30) 

ture with one face looking to the supposed and: 
imagined Great Tradition fortified in the belief 

' ' that the present is only a passing phase of deca- 
- dence to be suffered and. what needs to be done 
is to resuscitate and revive the glorious trading ; 
and the other face looking all the time to the 
pragmatic benefits of modernisation, the flow of 
economic benefits, the access to and the advan 
tages of political power which it offers, in short, 
towards what Martin Oran called the "political 
rank-path". 

The relationship between myth and rituals 
on one hand, and their relationships to persona 
lity and social structure have been variously' 
studied by anthropologists. Monica Wilson, for 
example, emphasises that "rituals reveal values 
at their deepest level .•• men express· in ritual 
what moves them most, and since the form of 
expression is conventionalised and obligatory, it 
is the values of the group that are revealed. I 
see in the study of rituals the key to an under 
standing of the essential constitution of human 
societies. (Monica Wilson : 1954). Kirk 
connected them to two primary functions both 
of which had socialisation as their objective. 
* Apart from routine acts of propitiation and 
sacrifice rituals tend to be either rites de passage 
or connected with agrarain fertility. The conti 
nuation of social and natural regularity in ~ore 
general ways accounts for other types ( of 
rituala)". (Kirk : 1971). 

The tribal ethos in Sumner's sense of "some 
of the characteristics, usages, insights, standards 
and codes by which a group is differentiated and 
individualised in character from other groups'', 
is thus a very wel I-formed ethos. It had enabled 
him to take a fairly rational approach to the 
growing technology that invades his life today. 
But the capacity to pinpoint the impediments to 
the modernisation process is sadly lacking. The 
economic benefits of the process is gradually_ 
becoming clearer but even here also ambi 
valence remains, atleast on two counts. Firstly, 
whether the agency that ushers in the benefit, 
namely the new political institutions are to be 
looked upon as instrusions and resisted or 
welcomed; whether participation in them should 
be total and enthusiastic or one should withdraw. 
Secondly, whether the new modes of leadership, 
devoid of folklore and mythology should be 
accepted or the traditional leadership should 
continue to holds away and command allegiance 
and Iovaltv. On the other hand, and because 

of this ambivalence, the so-called ritual basis 
of society and the Great Tradition have neither 

The art and science of development consist 
in discovering the modalities of bringing about 
an optimal balance between them or making the 
forces of tradition .and heritage strengthen, 
through a well-conceived and well-directed 
process of reinterpretation of the tradition, the 
forces conducive to change, modernisation and 
economic growth. Lucy Mair suggests as a 
generalisation of wide. application that "the con 
servative force of tradition is never proof against 
the attraction of economic advantage, provided 
that the advantage is sufficient and is clearly 
recognized. In the case of land it is abundantly 
clear that the emotional and religious attitudes 

, towards it which are inculcated by native 
tradition have not prevented the · development of 
.a commercial attitude."(Mair : 1957 : 5,2). 

The confrontation is equally in evidence 
between different sections of the same society 
let us say, the traditional hereditary village 
leader and the now elected leader under the 
Panchavatl Raj system ; the older generation still 
immersed in the Jore of the tribe and its sancti 
fied heritage and the Younger modern genera 
tion coming under the influence of the 'nE;)W 
system of education and social intercourse with 
outsiders. The tensions generated as a result 
of such confrontation between tradition and 
modernity and technology and ritual can thus be 
looked upon both as psychological and sociologi 
cal phenomena. At one level it leads to the 
development of an ambivalent personalitv-struc- 
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been fully accepted nor acted upon by the rank 
and file. Thus neither the new technology 
and its ally the new political system and the 
leadership nor the traditional ritual and the 
leadership based on it has been able to bring 
about the very necessary reapproachment or 
reconciliation between the two opposing value 
systems and forms of socio-economic organisa 
tion. Basically socio-cultural development and 
a new renaissance of economic growth and 
flowering of autonomous culture demand the 
capacity for corporate action. and individual 
dedication. Neither of these determinants seem 
to be vary much in sight. 

Like most under-developed societies, the 
tribal societv shows a typical inability to maintain 
an organisation. The capacity of a culture to 
maintain an organisation depends on its related 
capacity of synthesising and bringing together 
a large number of social values to the level of 
community-acceptance and participative action. 
The incornpatabilities and contradictions within 
a culture which impede corporate objectives 
and actions are precisely also those that impede 
modernisation. .The new technology is based 
upon what Banfi,eld calls "the hose of a moral 
familism". As he observes "we are apt to take 
it for 1granted that economic and political associa 
tions 1 will arise wherever technicet conditions 
and natural resources permit. If the state of 
the technical art is such that large gains are 
possible by conserting the activities of many 
people and organising skill will appear from 
somewhere, organisations will spring up and 
grow. This assumption is wrong because it 
over-looks the crucial importance of culture" 
(Banfield: 1953). 

Modernisation has its impact on the ritual 
based social structure of the tribal world in 
several dimensions. The most important area of 
interaction between tradition and ritual has been 
the pattern of leadership. Political change in a 
traditional society comes slowly but it tends to 
affect almost all aspects of community life. The 

· approach to life and death, to pleasure and pain, 
~ to self and the others, flow from certain given 
systems of value. These value systems are part 
of the cultural orientation of the community and 
are often deeply enshrined in the personality 
structure. The value systems in their turn are 
linked to a host of socio-economic factors, tradition 
and mythology, approach to disease and death, 
the view point on the natural and the super-natural 
and the nature and role of political changes. 

The new political system which is alike the 
new technology has not been able to threw up 
this capacity for corporate action. On the other. 
hand, it has only resulted in either distorting or 
killing the earlier forms of corporate action in 
socio-cultural matters. This is a problem that 
has to be tackled at many levels so that the new 
technology and old rituals are brought together 
or nearer with a view to formulate patterns of 
human cc-ope.ation that would make corporate 
action both for economic development and cul 
tural autonomy possible. At the moment, thero 
is a growing dichotomy between the awareness 
and demand for cultural autonomy and the ability 
for forge an o ganisation for economic and poli 
tical development and social action. This only 
further alienates the elite (more particularly the 
political-economic elites) from the masses and 
tradition and ritual from the new Demands of 
political organisation and economic activity. 
This may be looked upon as part of the complex 
process of the adjustment between the political 
economic integration of encysted societies with the 
greater community around them as a result of the 
growth process, and the preservation of cultural 
autonomy. The dominant ethos of ritual struc 
ture is in conflict with new developments of 
secular democracy and technology, The tribal 
finds himself helpless in this new situation. He 
must perhaps discover a modus vivendi that will 
take him' out of this impasse." (Mahapatra: 
1977). 

The confrontation of technology and ritual is 
not a ,simpli~tic factor. After all a technological 
system also tends to develop the own rituals. 
But ritual in the traditional religious cultural 
sense implies a host of symbolic functions which 
are kept outside the realm of logic and rationa 
l ism. The technological world, on the other 
hand, calls for less and less of intuition and more 
of reason, and ability to analyse 'and co-ordinate 
details rather -than to take an intuitive world 
view. In his foreward to Paulo Freire's 
pedagogy of the oppressed. Richard Shaul] 
referred to the "paradoxical" dual role of the new 
technology· which according to him holds a hope 
for the future. "Our advanced technological 
society is rapidly making objects of most of us 
and subtly programming us into conformity to 
the logic of its system. To the degree that this 
happens, we are also becoming submerged in a 
new 'culture of silence'. The paradox is that the 
same technology which does this to us also 
creates a new sensitivity to what is happening. 
Especially arnonq Young people, the new media 
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together with the erosion, of old concepts of 
authority open. the way to" acute awareness of ' 
this new borideqe. "(Richard Shaull: 1972). The 
new political system and the new technology in 
the field of agriculture, medicine, education and 
economic development, therefore bring in value 
systems and attitudes which are in direct conflict 
with tho ritual-based puristic approach to life and 
reality. Technology also is secular in its impact 
justlike political democracy or the Panchayati 
Raj. 

ln the words of Roy Burman "The crisis of 
modern man has made growing numbers of 
trlbal elites conscious of the fact. that there is no 
single great tradition· to be emulated. This has . 
led to· the search for new meaning in their age 
old tradition, to invest the same with the ethos 
of universalism and to project tribalism as an· 
alternative great traditions" (1972s). · 

David 'J. Siddle (1978) has drawn our atten 
tion to some of the inadequacies and pitfalls in 
planning rural development and tribal develop 
ment in the third world. According to him 
"there are 3 major factors which millitare against 
the creation of proper conditions for development 
and modernisatlon. These are" errors associated 
with demands made .bv Governments for short 
term political solutions to in trinsicaltv long-term 
problems; the errors deriving from en- overwhel 
mingly self-confident belief in the .. , ..... of the 
Euro-American approach to development in which 
progress is equated with urbanisation and indu 
strial growth and the mistakes associated with a 
lack of knowledge concerning patterns of life in 
rural areas." 

What is required. on tile other hand, is an 
appropriate awareness of an sympathy for that 
world, and, an apprehension of the process of 
change in rural and tribal .areas in the Third 
World so that we understand clearly the impact 
of planned, urban-oriented modernisation on, the 
structure of rural socistv and economy. The 
time is very opportune for the reassessment. 
Many social scientists, both Marxist and Capitalist, 
have worked hard to point out that there are 
dlssernible distinctions between the ruraJ and 
urban. They have tried to do this by emphasis 
ing the existing class differentiation and economic 
motivation as also the gorwing linkages 'between 
the urban dwellers and rural dwellers. It exposes 
the attitude ot. planners that what is basically 
intended is not so much the development of 
rural societies as their incorporation in the 
metropolitan milieu. The recent emphasis of 

research on the · village level is a step in-the 
right direction but it has to be remembered that 
the village only one of the levels of focus- for a 
proper study of rural-tribal development 
problems. After all the village does not exist 
in isolation and individual settlement is one 
element within wider vertical and horizental 
structures. The socio-economic reciprocities 
and exchange mechanisms define the vertical 

·structures-while horizental structures are revealed 
through settlements, linked by kinship and the 
associated evolutionary process of colonisation. 

, In the words of Siddle ''While we must obviously 
continue to work · towards the alleviation of 
physical distress, uncertainty concerning the 
long-term viability of our 6wn economic and 
social system makes it possible to take a more 
sanguine view of the rural systems within which 
seven-tenth of the population of the world still 
operate. The long-term stationary equilibrium 
or the low-level equilibrium trap within which 
many rural economic systems in the Third World 
are thought to be.contained may require a fess 
patronising attention. Contained Within some 
of their structures are complete adjustment 
mechanisms and sophisticated calculations of 
man-environment interaction, from which we 
could do well to learn. Radical new approaches 
in the social sciences are essential if the problems . 

. of rural (tribal) as opposed to agricultural are to 
be faced". 

While the transformation of tribes into castes 
has lost force and the nation has taken pains 
to preserve the autonomy of tribal cultures, the 
logic of socio-economic transformations have 
been breaking down, modifying and re-orienting 
traditional tribal cultures. The emphasis on 
tradition, ideological or counterfeit history and 
cultural exclusiveness have been given a sharper 
focus by the power-elite in, the context of socio 
economic transformation. This appears .to be a 
kind of resurgence or perhaps, more appropriately 
revivalism. But one has to look deeper both 
into' the social structure and the emerging social 
stratifications to understand the nature and 
direction of this new amr-hasis on ·cultural, forms. 
Myths, symbols, oral literatures, religious beliefs, 
traditional values no longer remain as they were; 
they are revised, reoriented, sometimes even 
without conscious design or sense of direction. 
Interest in culture becomes often vicarious, 
gratuitous, a part of the search for the . new 
dynamics of political rank-path. And yet, 
superimposed on all these, is an awareness of 
the essence of community, the small community. 

,"" 
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Tt\is· itself surely . holds hope. in a world 'of 
growing-impersonalisatioit and loss of individua 
litV due to the large size. of organisations. 
Qiscussing the ritual process not merely as a 
structure but also as an antistructure. Victor 
W. turner refers. to their tole in achieving 
communities which is basically an egalitarian 
relationship between persons stripped of 
status and property. In .discussinq the torrna- 

. non of Franciscan Order in the Middle Ages 
he quotes , M.S. Lambert to say that Francis 
was a '•Supreme splritul master of small groups; 
but he was unable to provide the organisation 
required to maintain a world Wide order" 
(Lambert, Frc'!nciscan Poverty, 1961). This is 

. . 
where the tribal culture as small community 
culture can serve as a basis, Martin Buber 
observed in 1966 :" an organic Commonwealth 
~nd only such a commonwealth can join together 
to form a shapely and articulate race of men 
will never build itself up' out of individuals, but 
only out of small and even smaller communities; 
a nation is a community to the degree that it 
is a community of Communities" (Paths in 
Utopia). It has been the greatness of the Indian 
nation that it has· always sought to create such 
a living growing community which is in essence 
a community of communities. 

Secondly, amonq different models of integration 
of tribal culture end society with the larger 
society so long emphasis was placed only on the 
theory of a melting point with constant give and 
take and cross-cultural co-existence. The time 
has come also to emphasis the inherent search 
for universal human values in their own cultural 
matrix by the tribes. The search for great 
.cradition, for abiding historical values transcending· 
the demands of here and now, point to this. This 
is a positive singn for cultural growth and eff 
lorescence· vis-a-vis the arid confrontation or 
withdrawal of earlier years. 

Thirdly, and this is most important, there are 
signs of an emerging 'force of counter-alienation 
in this new search for cultural roots by the tribal 

- groups. Over-emphasis on ethnicity leads to a 
drying-up of sources; an anomic grows in the 
heart. Tourain (1971) hasrightly told us that 
"today it is more useful to speak of alienation 
than of exploitation: the former defines a special, 
the latter merely an economic relationship. 
Alienation means cancelling but social conflict by 
craatinq dependent participation. Ours is a society 
of alienation, not because it reduces people to 
misery or because it imposes police-restraint, but 
because it reduces, manipulation and enforces 

conformism." A genuine ;awareness amf growfog 
interest irftrihal culture will keep o,ar,cornmitmentS: 
to universal values -which emphasis&'communiiy, 
instinct ahd imagination and help· us look even on 
cities as a conglomeration ,l rieighbourhoods or 
as Buber's community of communities with varying 
cultural patterns, 'beliefs and· value-orientations 
fitted into its mosaic. 

Examining various devices which may reduce, 
and even prevent, social · confrontation and 
conflict, Coser in his The Functions of Social 
Conflict suggests that mass culture and. popular 
entertainment , are primary means of diverting 
aggression from regional sources of institutional 
conflict by providing for vicarious, safe release o'f 
hostile impulses. Institutionally, therefore, art i's 
in the nature of a safety valve to release tensions. 
Directly and indirectly art helps bolster the morale 
of groups and helps to create a sense of social 
solidarity and unltv: it may also. function as a 
nucleus for organising social actions and social 
change. The aesthetic need is as important in a 
community as those of hunger and sex, even 
though they are different from the mechanisms of 
hunger .and sex in that they, do not involve · 
consumatory activities to relieve internal tensions. 
They are non-cyclical: they occur <is gratuitous 
satisfactions without the necessity of seeking 
them and without any demand for instrumental 
action. The role of art in a primitive 
community is' thus to identify a cultural field. 
This is something akin to what Marcuse identi 
fies as the sub-culture in present western socie 
ties existing as the Great Refusal or the posture 
of defiance. In western societies avant-garde 
art has been called a" negative culture and as 
"the radical negation of a general culture bY a 
specific one" (Senato Poggioli-"The Artist in 
the Modem World"). It has also been called as 
"Contra-culture" by J. Milton Yinger. One 
extreme mode of expression among artists is 
Bohemianism. The continuity and universality 
of a culture improves in a small community and 
rules out cultural conflict ev way of formation 
of sub-cultures and. contra-cultures. This is 
all the more the reason wtiy culture as the 
mode of living iri society is appropriately 
confined to small communities. A homogeneous 
culture can rise only in a small comrnunitv.: 
One good thing about the Euro-American conce 

ption of fine arts and culture is that with its 
development perceptions were transformed so 

· that the arti-facts. dances, songs and the myth of 
people all over the world whose forms expressed 
aesthetic qualities become "visible". Andre 
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J,Tialraux has riglltly pointed o,ut that ''before the 
corningof modern art no. one saw a Khmer- head, 
still less a Polynesian sculpture, for the good 
reason that no one looked at them" (The voices 
al Silence, page 603). ·It has now become 
possible· to conceptualise various intricate 
aspects of primitive culture so that world culture 
may benefit from it. · For, to participate in the 
work of art is to re-assert its existence as object 
rather than as, individual personal expression. 
'!"his is apparent from the various studies on 
the theory of diffusion, by Paul Wingert in his 
Primitive Art. ; Its Traditions and Styles. The 
small community makes possible these expres 
sions to be preserved in a unique and authentic 
way. The distortions are less, the genuineness 
and true-to-life character still predominate. This 
makes preservation of the authentitv of culture 
and its transmission a simpler and natural task. 
This is all the more reason why in a country 

·iwhich has thephilosophy of unity in diversity, 
We must re-emphasise the need for maintaining 

small communities and their. culture and allowing 
them to grow i,!1 their own stvle .. 

. , 

Technology .·. and tribal culture are very much 
in need of each other todav. At the heart of each 
is an emptiness. A cultural anomie and blankness 
on one hand; stark and unmitigated poverty and 
lack of formal organisation on the other. The 
former explains the loss of the sense of commu 
nity and the desperate search for alternatives in 
the West: "Communes rural and urban; voluntary 
primitivism; organic homesteading; extended 
families; free schools; free clinics; handicrafts 
co-operatives; community development co-opera 
tives; Gandhian ashrams; neighbourhood centres; 
labour gift exchange". (Where the waste land 
Ends; Theodore Roszak 1972). May be if we 
appreciate the sense of traditional little culture 
as the bond that keeps man together in small 
communities some day, as our economic growth 
proceeds,, we won't be required to '·trudge the 
same troubled way as in the past Centuries. 

_,,. 
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BASIC ISSUES IN TRIBAL . DEVELOPMENT~~ 

Dr. B. D. Sharma . 
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Why Tribal Development ? 
: All communities in the world must have 
started at, more or less, the same point, passed 
through the same phases of evolution. Then, 
what is so great about. tribal '-development? 
Why should we 'talk about tribal development as 
something special? In a way, these are valid 
questions for which we will have to seek 
answers in the new context. 

A tribal community represents an earlier stage 
of our socio-economic life. Every stage in the 
socio-economic progression · of the human race 
strikes a balance of three basic elements, viz., 
organisation, natura I resources and technology. 
Each tribal society represents one such stage 
within its own frame of reference. Any change 
in any one of the three elements of this confi 
guration leads to a sympathetic change in other 
two elements. The changes continue till a new 
state of balance is reached. Thus, as technology 
er . population threshold or resource-base of a 
community undergoes some change, a process of 
socio-economlc change is initiated which in due 
course could lead even to complete transformation 
of that community. The process of this _social and 
economic transformation is a universal pheno 
menon, though the pace of change has been 
different at different times in different commu 
nities. 

In the earlier stage of human society, the pace 
.,of change was very slow. Let us take the case 
of 'gatherers and hunters'. The human society 
was in that stage for perhaps more than fifty 
thousand years. The second stage was that of 
shifting cultivation or preagricultural technology. 

Some communities, however, moved in a different 
dlrectrcn and became nomadic pastoral groups. 
These developments took plsce. about ten to 
fifteen thousand years back. This second stage 
has continued for thousands of years in different 
parts of the world. Agricultural civilizatlon is 
variously estimated as five to eight thousand 
years old. We are now living in a new age of 
science which started just about 300 years back 
with the scientific and industrial revolution. This 
is an unprecedented event in human history. 

Socio-Economic Transformation-A Broader 
Frame. 

We are all in the throes of an incredibly swift 
change. Some nations in the West appear to 
have completed the fast phase of transformation. 
They are perhaps now on the threshold of a new 
post-industrial phase whose outlines are not fully 
clear as Yet. We are however, still in the earlier 
stages of this transfdrmation. The full logic of 
the new industrial-based society in our context is 
not quite clear. What is happening is that the 
model of the western world somehow!has been 
accepted as the exclusive version of the indust 
rialisation process. But as certain . basic issues 
of socio-economic transformation are coming to 
the fore in countries like India and China, where 
the socio-economic matrix is entirely different 
from that in the western countries, those models 
are proving to be inadequate and simply not 
feasible. These questions relate to the transfor 
mation of the larger national ·economies. 

The problem of the tribal people is a sub 
national issue, particularly in the context of our 

*Text of valedictory Address delivered in the Seminar on Tribal Development at Bidisa, West Bengal on the 12th June 1983 
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labourer in the Ashram could also come up to 
the level of professor by active participation in 
the day's deliberations. Nevertheless, the 
economy as a whole is very much stratified in 
terms of the skill endowment. 

How the large variety of skill endow~ents 
should be 'priced' is a different question. ~ven 
in the socialist countries this is a live issue. Skill 
stratification has some relationship with economic 
as well as social stratification. The difference 
between the highest and the lowest ma'/ vary 
considerably from one situation to another. 
There may be some apparent inversions as well. 
For example, some skills like motor driving may 
be ~ighly valued in one country and may b~ 
considered low in another, and so on. The 
simple fact is that all specialisations in a 

. system have to be logically inter-related in terms 
of their skill-levels. In this process, they tend 
to get stratified. 

Let us consider a small self-contained group, When the benefits of new science and 
a tribal community-as we usually call these technology, which is gradually permeating all 
groups. It may be at shifting cultivation stage affairs of human society, reach a simple society, 
or at gatharing_and hunting stage. In each of a process of social and economic transformation 
these cases, we will find a balance amongst sets in. · This process· brings in its wake a _host 
the basic elements of their economy, viz., of problems. The United Kingdom provides a 
organisation, natural resources and technology. laboratory case of social and economic trans-. 
Suppose a new technologY becomes available • formation as a result of a continuous series of 
to this group either as an innovation from within scientific and technological innovation over a 
or by personal contact from outside. An period of nearly three centuries. The entire 

,- .important implication of this development is society has undergone a complete transformation. 
the possible alternative use of natural resources. The U. K., and also other European countries, 
The new technology may also have its own had the advantage of a beginner; they were in 
logic in terms of social organisation or economic a way as we will see presently almost closed 
organisation, and so on. systems; and their transformation was supported 

by the global resource-base which they could 
command during that crucial period, The world 
economy became increasingly dualistic. The 
Europeans were at the zenith of their political 

-powar who comprised the higher section while 
the rest of the open world was forced info 
subjugation. Their economic transformation was 
impelled by the phenomenal progress .in science 
and technology which was all internal to their 
system. They did not experience any adverse 
external forces. In fact, it enabled them to 
strengthen their economic base at the cost of 
other groups. The transformation process was 
made much easier since its adverse consequences 
could be transferred with impunity to their 
dependencies. 

country. . We mav. therefore, concentrate on 
these questions which are relevant to the specific 
context of these groups. So here are 'some 
communities which are in the earlier phases of 
development compared to other communities in 
our country. Some of them are gatherers and 
hunters; a substantial number amongst them 
comprises of shifting cultivators; a large 
majority of them are now settled cultivators with 
somewhat earlier forms of technology; a few 
have got into the whirl of new industrial and 
urban systems as well. I. am purposely avoiding 
terms like 'backward economy' because they 
are valueloaded. · Ours is an agricultural country. 
We are tending t~. get subdivided into two or 
more parts-the industrial India. the urban India, ~ 
the rural India, the 'other India,' and so on. We 

· really do not know as yet even the outlines of 
the final steady-state form of our national life. 

A Small Balanced System 

It may be' noted here that an important 
basic characteristic of a modern society is 
specialization of functions and division of labour. 
This leads to ~ise of increasingly complex 
organisation. Higher the level of specialisation 
stronger will be the organisation. A iarge 
organisation is necessarily stratified. This 
stratification may have different consequences 
for the social and economic life of the people 
depending on their polity. But stratification is 
inevitable in terms of skill-endowment for the 
people. For example, a complex system requires 
professors it also requires labourers. It is doubtful 
if every labour can assume the role of a professor 
sven though many social philosophers insist on 
every professor assuming the role of a labourer 
for making their life fuller and meaningful. In 
an Ashram the professor may be required to do 
physical labour for two ~ours~_ a day. The 

\ 

( 

The entire Western world, thus, got transformed 
from an agriculture-based to an industry-based 
economy. They are now in the next phase of 
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1ransformation from industry-based economy 
to a post-industrial service-oriented economy. 
The big industrial production capabllitles already 
established in the west and new 'robots' are 
increasingly disengaging the man from both the 
primary and the secondary sectors. Bulk of their 
population is now engaged in the tertiary sector. 

There are some other significant developments 
also. The resource-base in many of their 
erstwhile dependencies is no longer under their 
command and is increasingly getting out of their 
easy reach. Therefore, some of them are facing 
problems in maintaining sustained growth. For 
example, the U. K. is said to belong to a category 
of poorer advanced countries. On the other hand, 
countries like U. S. A., Canada, U. S. S. R., 
Australia have extensive natural resources of their 
own and have no problems. The U. K. can expect 
to take advantage of their resource-base now on 
trade terms unlike the early days of its industrial 
isation when these continents comprised physical 
extension of its economy. Therefore, .today U. K. 
is not in a position to maintain the economic 
status of its people which it could do earlier 
using the extensive resources at its command. 
Similarly, countries in the western Europe, with 
some exceptions, are also now finding it a 
problem to sustain the structure which they 
developed with reference to the overall global 
natural resources. The developed world itself is 
getting sub-divided into two groups depending 
on the natural rasource -base of each country. 

Progression from Simple to Complex 
In the context of this analysis, it is clear .that 

the first important fact about the contemporary 
tribal situation is the socio-economic transforma 
tion of a simple system into a complex one. It 
has its own logic in relation to technology, 
organisation, resource-base, economic system 
etc. The second aspect of the tribal situation is 
the juxtaposition of the traditional' communities 
with other communities. Even though the two 
tacets. i. e. juxtaposition and transformation 
significantly -influence each other, conceptually 
they are two independent phenomena. For 
example, many movements in tribal societies are 
spontaneous and are symptomatic of a process of 
internal change and autonomous transformation. 
Some people in Nagaland are not satisfied with 
Statehood and are working for separate 
nationhood. Some sections of people in 
Chhotanagpur are working for a separate state. 
Their urges for separate political identity can be 
traced partly to the process of autonomous 

transformation and partly to the new contacts 
with other communities. As a new political or. 
administrative unit is established, to some extent, 
the contact with the larger state or the nation as 
a whole is acquiring a new frame. The socio 
economic transformation to some extent becomes· 
amenable to internal adaptation. The processes 
of transformation operating in the larger frame 
can be checked and regulated within the smaller 
frame so that they do not overwhelm the people. 
This has ~een the logic underlying the provisions 
of the Fifth and the Sixth Schedules in the 

- constitution. 

Not all change is spontaneous and internal to 
a society. It is also induced depending on the 
intensity. and the quality of contact with other 
societies. Therefore, there is an attempt to 
regulate and direct the induced change by 
influencing it as its ·very sources, viz., the plain 
of contact with other societies. In the national 
frame, it may appear as a conflict situation. Bo+h 
the national and the local perspectives have their 
merits and demerits. Our entire nation is under 
going structural transformation; each one of us 
is facing problems arising out of this fast change. 
A significant but unhappy facet of this change 
is the emergence of a dualistic structure in our 
society. · The same dualism is also appearing 
in the tribal societies. When we speak about 
the problem of exploitation of the tribal com 
munities, basically they are the problems 
arising from unregulated processes of socio 
economic transformation. So we must ana 
lyse the problems and issues in relation to tri 
bal development with reference 'to these. two 
dimensions viz., (i) socio-economic transfor 
mation as a spontaneous process and (ii) con 
sequences of juxtaposition· of the tribal com 
munities with other communities. 

The problems of socio-economic trans- 
formation are not peculiar to the tribal com 
munities. The processes of socio-economic 
transformation are informing our whole nation 
as also other nations like the United Kingdom 
or China. The problems arising from thJse 
processes, however, are specific to each family 
and individual. The pace of change in each 
case may ba different. Nevertheless, in my 
view the fact of· juxtaposition of the tribal 
communities with other communities is a critical 
aspect of the tribal situation which is influencing 
the quality of this transformation and has 
far-reaching consequences. I would prefer to 
examine this aspect in some detail here; 

I 
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In. a situation like ours, the whole economy 
can be considered to be divided broadly into 
three economies. One part comprises agri 
culture and allied sector. This section forms 
the backbone of our economy. In any 
foreseeable future, the economic system in a 
country like ours or China cannot but have 
agriculture as the primary sector. An average 
Indian is destined to be a cultivator.' Whatever 
maY be the contribution of new science and 
technology, this is a logic of our situation. 
The second part comprises the industrial; the 
commercial and a large variety of service 
activities which together may be termed as the 
modern sector. This sector occupies the top 
position in our national economy. The third 
part represents the lowest groups. It comprises 
people who do not belong either to the orga 
nised sector in the top bracket or to the 
agricultural sector. They form the substratum 
of our new socio-economic system. These are 
landless labourers, floating population in the 
urban areas and so on. · 

Thus, instead of a dualistic two-way classi 
fication of our society it . is preferable to 
understand the new situation in terms of this 
three-way classification. The process of trans 
formation in our country has been initiated 
from above. It is envisaged that all sections 
of society will finally become a part of a 
fully organised system, the beginning having 
been made in the present-day modern sector; 
This modern sector will gradually subsume 
the entire economy. This is like building of 
~ailash Mandir of Ellora. As we are build 
ing our national economy from the top, the 
organisations at the top are multiplying phe 
nomenally.' This process has serious limita 
tions and far-reaching implications. This .ap 
preach itself is one of the most important 
reasons why we are not able to make a signi- 

, ficant dent in the basic problem of poverty 
and deprivation. It is 

I 
also having a big fall 

out in the form of inflation which is enriching 
the highest groups. As the entire national 
system is subjected to this process, the sub 
system of the tribal economy cannot remain 
uninfluenced. There is growing interaction 
between the two. Consequently, the tribal 
communities are also experiencing the impact of 
similar forces. 

Facets of Socio-Economic Transformation 
There are three aspects of transformation of 

tribal communities, 'or for that matter transfer- 

rnatlon of any community,-(i) politico-social 
transformation, (ii) economic transformation, 
and (iii) cultural transformation. It is not my 
case that these three are , mutually exclusive. 
In any social situation, there is a continuous 
interaction amongst all the different aspects of, 
life. The relative importance of these three 
elements will depend on the specific context 
and the central forces propelling the process of 
transformation. It is important to note here 
that the tribal communities in our country are 
experiencing fast change in all the three respects. 
We will consider these three facets of transfer 
ma tion se.pa ratelv, 

(i) Politico-Social Transformation 
Let us start with politico-social transformation. 

( 

The politico-social transformation, as I will try to 
show, can be forced on a people. For example, 
as soon as a_ new admlnlstrative system is super 
imposed the village community is in a disarray. 
Our country has gone through this traumatic 
experience in the early days of British rule. The 
village communities, which had existed for rnille 
nia and which represented the guintescence of the 
wisdom of our national life collapsed once new 
centres of politico-administrative power were set 
up. At external police force was organised; 
an external revenue administration was 
created ; alien forms of justice were. introduced 
with· the establishment of new courts of law. 
Eastern provinces had the distinction of having a 
new class of landlords also. Thus, when the 
traditional land system was extinguished through 
permanent settlement, the very base of the rural 
society was knocked out. I will prefer to call 
this as politico-social transformation because not 
only the village community lost the political 
power but even civil matters went ·out of their 
hands in favour of alien courts. It was no longer 
the village community which was deciding how 
their succession should be managed, how their 
land was to be managed, and how their disputes 
were to be settled. For each issue there were 
different authorities external to them. Through 
this new politico-social system a sudden change 
was super-imposed on the traditional societies 
and they could not but collapse. 

The tribal communities, were spared thia 
experience during that period for a variety of 
factors. In the first instarce, there was severe 
resistenca to this change in Chottanaqpur. In the 
meantime, the British had also learnt from their 
experience in other areas that all was not well 
with their new system. However, the greatest 
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.saviours of the tribal system was inaccessibility. 
Take the case of forests. The forests were for 

: rnallv reserved a long time back in the 19th 
century. But the tribals livirig in the remote 
interior areas did not feel the impact of that 

· reservation till quite late thereaftet. Even now 
if a tribal is asked about the status of forests, his 

. Instinctive response is that 'the forest belong to 
us'. He does not know that the forests have 

:been reserved by the State now for a long time. 
He did not know that whatever formal procee 
dings were initiated at that time in the name of 
reservation would finally lead to, in a way usur- 
.pation of his property. The usurper in the case 
happens to be the State. And all States respond 
.in a similar fashion. When in independent India 
the State stepped into the shoes of its British 
predecessor it did not lose its grip on the forest 
resources. 

. Similar processes are operating in relation to 
other aspects of the politico-social life of the 
tribal people. The tribal societies today are facing 
'tremendous forces leading to fast politico-social 
transformation. The pace of transformation . is 
directly related to the pace of development of 
communications and of infrastructure. Some . . • I 

elerpents in this transformation are decidedly not 
only adverse to the interests of the tribal societies 
bul are also again~t the long term national goals 
of a decentralised democratic polity. Therefor~, 
here is a case of negative co-relation between 
development and the dsslrable directions of 
transformation. Faster is the pace of our national 
development, greater is our effort for develop 
ment of tribal areas. This is leading to greater 
interference with their traditlonal autonomy. 
Finally, faster is the decline of the politico-social 
autonomy which these communities have been - enjoying for, ages. This is the biggest adverse 
implication of contemporary development plans 
which the tribal communities are facing. Their 
autonomy, which was de Jure extinguished 
during the British period excapt in the case of 
Sixth Schedule areas, is not being de facto termi 
nated. These communities have yet to discover 
the meaning of new democratic forms. 

agricultural economy into an industrial economy. 
We have been working for a fast transformation 
of our national economy itself. An impression 
was created in the Second Plan as if 
industrialisation was the panacea and it would 
transform the face of our country, So far as 
the structure of our economy is concerned, after 
more than 30 years of planning we are there 
where we were. The secondary sector has not 
grown in relative terms. Moreover, there is no 
hope for this in ttfo wake of new ' technologies 
severely restricting manpower inputs. · The 
tertiary sector, however, has got inflated which 
has doubtful productive potential. Economic 
transformation is really a difficult task and is 
an extremely slow process. However it is not 
my premise that this process cannot be planned 
or its pace cannot be quickened. If it was so 
there should be no need for planning. I am a 
firm believer in planning arid I hold that structural 
change of our economy has to be rigorously 
planned. But it cannot be done without due 
consideration for the basic • parameters which 
should be clearly identified so that planning 
can be come realistic. The same holds for the 
tribal-economy where the task is much more 
complex and difficult. 

(iii) Cultural Transformation 
The third aspect of the transformation of tribal 

societies is cultural. Let me dispose of this issue 
first. There is much concern in the literature on 
tribal affairs about preserving their culture and 
aUowing them to develop according to their own 
genius. I don't believe thatmuch can be done 
in this regard in the way we think, for example, 
of economic change and development. Culture 
is something which cannot be ordered about. 
Let us consider what is going on in our own 
homes. Can we order our sons that they 
should put on dhoti ? I am a strict vegetarian 
but my son may prefer to become a rtorr-vece tarian 
Again, I do not hold that nothing can be done 
in this regard. But here we face serious 
limitations. The only thing which we can do in 
relation to' cultural trainsforrnation is to ensure 
that certain adverse influences which tend to 

(ii) Economic Transformation operate , in a suitable way are identified and 
The second facet of the tribal situation is the , checked. Moreover, count rvailinq forces can 

economic transformation. As we have discussed also be engendered though ewithin certain limits. 
in relation to other communities, economic trans 
formation is a comparatively slower process. One 
cannot order economic transformation as suddenly 
as the politico-social change. We cannot say that 
here is a plan for instant transformation of an 

A concrete case will illustrate this point. 
' Drinking is a part of the cultural milieu of tribal 
societies. It also has some economic implications. 
It is well-known that the state intervened in a 
big way in this aspect of tribal life in middle 
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India soon after the establishment of British rule 
through its liquor policy: The premise in this 
case appears to have been that the.cultural and 
the economic aspects of drinking_ could be kept 
apart. .ln view of their cultural tradition, the 
state could not impose restrictions on consumption 
of intoxicating drinks. But it 1 resorted to 
commercialisation of the preparation and sale of 
liquor. The British India was the first to start 
this practice which was quickly adopted in 
the Indian States. This practice was continued 
without any change after' independence in 
almost all States. 

With the establishment of stills for manufacture 
of liquor and their outlets tor sale, the social 
custom of drinking became a vital point for 
application of undue pressure by commercial 
interests. Thus, drinking became a source of 
revenue to the state and of quick earning to a 
few contractors. This was in contrast to the 
earlier situation. Preparation of liquor in the 
traditional way is . not an economic activitY in 
the usual sense of the term; it is a part of the 

_ overall social dynamics of the tribal people. 
For example, before liquor can. be prepared at 
home one has to deal with his wife; while 
consuming the home made brew, one has to 
share it with his friends; then there are a host 
of rituals at all stages. So drinking in the 
traditional setting, as a part of the cultural 
milieu, cannot be an isolated act; consumption 
of liquor cannot be unlimited and Iout of context. 
There are numerous checks and balances. 
But the moment a liquor shop is established, all 
cultural elements associated with drinking 
disappear. One is no longer required to brew 
his own drink. Therefore, there is no check 
of the family; particularly the wife who is always 
watchful about the stock of rice for meeting 
the family requirements before she would allow 
brewing. Now; one is not obliged to share his 
drink with his friends. One can just go to the 
shop and get his bottle; the vendor is too ready 
to oblige him to any extent for just one entry in 
his account book which, at that moment, has no 
meaning to the customer. So he can have his 
drink to his heart's content. 

disorganisation. If you discuss in· Delhi or In 
high societies anywhere such on issue, a 
supercilious attitude is usually taken with 
remarks 'Arrey, let him enjoy, what is wrong in 
drinking'. The basic economic issue associated 
with drinking in the non-traditional settlnq and 
the trap in which he is forced may not lbe even. 
appreciated. 

The issue is not that of just drinking . or 
allowing an ordinary economic activity · of 
preparation and sale of drinks on demand-supply 
principles. In this case, the single step of 
establishing a liquor shop in the village upsets 
the entire traditional culture setting of the people. 
This tact may be · vehemently questioned by 
vested interests. This nefarious activity can be· 
described by them in .fine words quoting from 
the scriptures. For example, it can be claimed 
that the State by adopting this policy is merely 
taking steps to provide a wholesome drink by 
regulating its manufacture and· ensuring the 
quality of preparation; there is no compulsion of 
any sort-it is for the individual to drink or not 
to drink. If a demand is raised by the villaqe-. 
people for removal of these shops from their 
vicinity, it· is \dLibbed as bootleger's plea or 
prohibitionist fancy. The fact is that it is, 
neither the people appreciate their own. 
weakness for drinks andwould not like to centre 
a great temptation within their easy reach. They· 
would prefer to be guided · by their traditional' 
cultural norms which favours enjoyment with, 
moderate drinking shared in a congenial setting. 
It is not realised that drinking in the traditional' 
setting cannot cross certain well-accepted ·1imits 
and cannot become disastrous. 

Here lies the genesis of economic disaster of 
the tribal societv · in middle India .. No other 

\ single factor in the tribal economy has done 
greater damage to that society. The first step/ 
of the State in commercialising drinking was 
apparently innocuous; but it has ultimately Ied 
to their economic ruin and in .many cases social 

Similarly take the case of traditional tribal 
dancing or their marriage custom. People go to 
the tribal areas, usually take a container of drinks, 
offer it to the villagers with the request for a 
dance performance. The tribal belles and boys. 
turn out, lured by the drinks and give a dance 
performance. Some villagers may get used to 
these requests because of their easy access. 
Some of them may even venture to give tribal 
dancing a professional base. Now let us under 
stand the real nature of this transformation. 
Does it in any way promote tribal culture ? The 
reply is a categorical 'No'. These transactions. 
can in no way be considered to enrich tribal 
culture. The real tribal dance is in the idyllic 
setting of rising moon when the tribal boys and 
girls gather in an open ground after their day's. 
work, they are in communionwith natµre-.their 
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hearts throbinq, their feet moving in rhythm with 
the beats of their drums; their songs recreate 
U:1e living eternity of Jheir tradition. This is 
their traditional dance. Can it be made to order 
for money ? Money can only pervert their culture 
leading its decay and demise. That is why, 
I have been sayin'g that nobody should be 
allowed 'to pay his way· to a tribal dance. one 
must become a part of their cultural setting; 
orilv then he will be able to establish an 
emotional communion and enjoy the dance in 
the real scene.• Otherwise he is just satisfying 

~ his idle curiosity by commanding a dance 
· performance for cash payment. This is worst 
form of interference with the culture of a people 
by use of authority and money power. They 
are guilty of commercialising the cultural milieu. 
In this context it is not possible to reconcile 
tourism as a part of tribal development proqra - 
rnrne, Can we consider commercialising cultural 
values of a people by tourism as development ? 
The answer is again a categorical 'NO'. 

The logical conclusion of the above discussion 
is that so far as cultural - aspects of peoples life 
are concerned, the only part the State can and 
should play is not to initiate or support those 
processes, as a part ofthe larger planning thrust, 
which, directly or indirectly, may have the 
potential of becoming catastrophic culturally. 

• 
Spontaneous cultural change within a commu- 

nity is a well-known phenomenon. Cultural 
change can be initiated bv numerous factors 
including education. One cannot avoid it, one 
should not avoid it, one should not wish it to 
be avoided. We have all regard for· the 
Varnashrama dharma; but none of us would, like 
to go back to the Vedic age. The life has to be 
perceived as whole; the life style of every period 
represents a fine balance amongst a variety of 
elements, all of which can not be recreated in· 
the same fine proportion at a later time. 
Individual elements as part of the system may 
appear to be ideal, yet out of that context they 
may lose their significance or even may become 
unrealistic. For example, the tradition of 
Vanaprastha and Sanyas presupposes existence 
of extensive forests and a much smaller popula 
tion. The fact that the population in our 
country has grown phenomenally cannot allow 
us to emulate Vedic ways in modern times. We 
have great regard for those davs but the time 
has changed. A process of grad1,1al change is · 
continually operating. · We have to accept 
spontaneous change as a part of life. 

Basic Issues in Economic Development 
Now let us consider the economic aspects 

of our life. This is where something can be 
really done; and this is where a decisive inter 
vention should be made. In the economic field 
it is possible to super- impose some elements. 
The changes in the land ownership provide the 
most telling example. An entirely alien concept 
of land ownership was super-imposed in our 
country by the British in the first phase of their 
rule in India. This process is now getting 
extended to the tribal areas which were excluded 
by them for a variety of reasons. There are 
some votaries or communal ownership but many 
of them merely pay lip service to it; the general 
milieu in our country is in favour of individual 
ownership .. Communal ownership in the tribal 
areas is, therefore, under great pressure. For 
example, institutional credit is usually available 
against individually-owned land. - In the North 
Eastern region bulk of the land continues to be 
communally owned. So, there is an impasse. on 
the question of credit for development of land 
in this region. The various Committees have 
suggested that the concept of individual owner 
ship in land should be accepted for this region 
as well and it may replace the community 
ownership so that individual cultivators can take 
advantage of agricultural credit tacillties and 
improve their lands and productivity. Then, 
there is also the question of individual initiative: 
It is generally he.Id that unless individual acquires 
take in his land through individual ownership 
economic transformation is not possible. I do 
not accept this premise.' Establishment of 
egalitarian social order is our national goal. 
Therefore, finally, private property will have a 
minimal role; it should rather disappear. But in 
the process described above private property 

. concept is getting super-imposed in the tribal 
areas just to suit our institutional frame. Like 
their peers in the early phase of development in · 
the rest of the country the tribal elite is for this 
change in the land ownership concept primarily 
because it serves their interests. These aspects 
are not getting due attention since the elite at 
the national level and the elite in the tribal 
communities have a common cause. 

The basic question in tribal development is to 
guide the process of socio-economic transforma 
tion in such a way that while the benefits of 
new advances in science, technology and 
organisation can be assimilated by the community, 
deprivation does not set in for any section 
thereof and the egalitarian ethos is maintained. 
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With a view to bring the · various issues into 
focus I will take the ideal socio-economic frame 
of a tribal community. Most of the tribal 

. communities have an egalitarian social structure. 
There are no rich people here and there are no 
poor people either. I may concede that this is 
an ideal and such an ideal situation may not 
exist in all tribal communities. For example, the 
tribal situation in West Bengal is entirely different, 
But this is the traditionally accepted structure of 
a tribal society. This is acceptable to the 
members of these communities themselves as an 
ideal form of their society sanctified their 
tradttton. Any change in this regard is taken by 
them as devience from that ideal. This is in 
contrast with· the narrow caste Hindu system 
which accepts hsirarchv as a natural order even 
though the broader philosophical Hindu frame 
accepts equality as intrinsic. Therefore, the 
phenomenon of poverty is nothing unusual for a 
caste. Hindu. But this is not so in the tribal 
system. If there is high degree of inequality in 
the tribal society it is taken as an aberation of 
running down of their traditional system. 
If such a frame is generally acceptable to the 
people, the plan of, action will have to be 
different from the one where inequality is 
accepted as normal. In those societies where 
elements of egalitarianism are still present and 
are · strong. all measures . should be taken to 
preserve them. 

- 

f 
Juxtaposition of Two Different Systems 
We have traced earlier two sources of change 

( i) spontaneous, and (ii) induced. An .irnportant 
source of induced change is contact with other 
groups and systems. This is what we will 
consider in detail now. When two different 
systems come in contact with each other, its 
outcome depends on the quality and also the 
intensity of contact. One thing which every 
tribal community faces as soon as it comes in 
contact with the modern system. is · the erosion 
of its politico-social autonomy. The modern 
system is incomparably strong. Therefore, in the 
new contact situation, the tribal society is 
rendered extremely weak and completely helpless. 
The people do not know how to protect their 
.econornic rights. With the erosion of the 
politico-social autonomy, the society is unable 
to provide that protection even to the civil 
liberties· of its members. This is an important 
aspect which has to be kept uppermost while 
considering planning for the change and develop 
ment :of the tribal people, 

Let us consider some concrete examples. 
When the new industrial complexes were 
established, for example, in Baladilla or Rourkela, 
the local tribal communities did not have any say 
either in the general decision or details thereof. 
They were not in a position to do so. When 
land was acquired for these projects it was the 
Patwari record which became the conclusive 
evidence about the ownership. The compensation 
of tribal, therefore, depended on the fact whether 
his name was recorded by the Patwar i in his 
book or not and on what area. Since no records 
were maintained in some of the tribal areas, iJ 
was presumed that much of the area was open 
and free land. Therefore, it could be acquired 
by the Corporations without compensation. So 
we find a peculiar situation here-the administra 
tion turns out to be the grabber of tribal land. 
And in this· case, it is also the administration 
which is the final· arbiter a bout the issue whether 
land has been grabbed or not. It is common human 
failing to support one's own case. Consequently, , 
the tribal' s rights got largely ignored. He got a 
very raw deal While everyone else was enjoying 
the fruits of development. It is these situations 
in which the tribal finds himself cornpletelv 
helpless ,and he tends to become an extremist. 

The second crucial aspect of the new contact 
is the qualitative difference in the structure of the 
two systems. All modern systems have a formal 
frame while the tribal social system is an oral 
and informal one. To a tribal his word is final. 
To us in the modern system, word has almost no 
value; word is non-entity .. We believe only in 
something concrete-the written word itself has 
to satisfy-some conditions; it must conform to the 
rituals of the new system. If it does not satisfy 
the law, it has no value. 

A simple example about marriage, which is so 
personal, intimate and sacred to every individual, 
will illustrate as to how the quality of our 
civilization has been compromised in this process 
of the decline of oral tradition. Let us trace the 
evolution of the form of marriage from the early 
days, say, of tribal marriage to the modern times, 
that is, the so-called civil marriage. The form 0.f 
a tribal marriage is very simple. Tribal marriage 
essentially comprises exchange of word between 
the two partners. Once the promise has been 
done, the marriage is complete notwithstanding 
whether-the associated rituals have been performed 
or not. Once a boy and girl in the tribal .societv 
establishes a separate hut and begin _to live 
together, the community accepts them as husband 
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and Wife. And that is the end of it. According 
, to the tradition of Gonds of Bastar, a couple must 
perform the rituals associated with . the marriage, 
including a feast, before their first son gets married. 

Here is the tribal marriage where the word 
exchanged between the two is the only necessary 
condition for marriage and is the final seal tor 
its legitimacy. It is this psychological frame 
of tribal belle which is taken advantaqe of by 
outsiders. When a non-tribal boy and a tribal 
girl become intimate, the tribal girl is satisfied 
with a promise-an exchange of word between 
the two is sufficient, nay sacred, in her innocent 
world. , And thereafter they begin to live 
together as husband and wife as is customary in 
the tribal society. But the perception of this 
living together is entirely different for the other 
partner. While the girl naturally believes that 
she is married to the boy, the outsider knows 
that he is just living with her with no obliga- 
1ions whatsoever which usually go with a 
religious or civil marriage. 

The next stage in formalisation of marriage is 
the Caste-Hindu marriage. Word is an essential 
ingredient of _Caste-Hindu marriage. The two 
partners have to bind themselves by exchange 
of words, which is considered sacred. But 
here word by itself is not enough. The word 
has to be authenticated by a witness. The 

. witness could be the holy fire, an idol, a tree or 
any other symbol, · or a group of friends or 
relatives. But there has to be witness. The 
word for Caste-Hindu marriage is a necessary 
but not a sufficient condition. Thus, the Caste 
Hindu are one step away from the tribal marriage. 

The next stage is that of Muslim marriage. 
Besides the word and a witness, there has to be 
a document. The two partners must put their 
signatures as a token of having exchanged the 
word in the presence of a witness.. Unless all 
the three· elements-word, witness and deed 
are there, the marriage is not complete. 

The last stage in this evolution is that of civil 
marriage. A civil marriage comprises a number 
of stages. According to the law in India, firstly 
a notice of 30 .davs has to be given by the 
concerned parties about their intention of 
marriage. In case there are no objections, the 
two appear before the Marriage Officer on the 
appointed day, exchange the word in his pre 
sence a rrd put their signatures in the Marriage 
Register as a token of having performed all the 
rituals. Then, the marriage officer declares them 
husband and wife and the marriage is complete. 

Now let us see what happens if any item in this . . 

long floral process of civil marriage is faulty. 
Suppose, the. tvpist recons a wrong date and 
the notice turns out to be of 29 days instead 
of 30 days. 'This marriaqe is null and void 
ab inilio. No matter how sacred the word, how 
respectable the witness and how big the 
assembly, if one can prove that due notice was 
not given, one can go and tell his wife that she 
was not his wife as she had believed all those 
days, look at 'this notice, it is not legal. That is 
the end of the matter. I will leave it for your 
judgement as to how civil is this so called civil 
marriage compared to the primitive tribal marriaqe. 

· It is the arrogance of the modern: man that he 
refuses to see merit in other societies. 

The example of marriage is illustrative of the 
basic conflict which arises due to differences in 
perception. The same holds in regard to 
property relationships in general and ownership 
of land in particular, money transactions including 
indebtedness, etc. There is a basic conflict' 
between the tribal ethos . and the general 
national milieu. Since word is sacred to the 
tribal, he believes that whatever he has said is 
pucca and he is bound to abide by it. B.ut it 
has no meaning to the other party which knows 
that he is not bound by it. The modern system 
itself does not place the word above the formal 
forms. It is the formal form that is sanctified 
by law and supported by the stronger system. 
'The formal form prevails to the utter confusion to 
the tribal who desperately holds on to his word. 

Money represents a very high level of abstrac 
tion of formal relationships in . the human 
society. As money enters a traditional tribal 
society, an element, which is entirely different 
qualitatively from all the familiar slements of the · 
tribal system, gets introduced. The tribal does 
not know the value of money, ~e does not know 
how to handle it; he is unable to appreciate the 
new situation in which all relationships, in the 
final analysis, tend to be governed by the 
omnipotent money. Therefore, he is in an un 
enviable situation. 

The sum total of the above analysis is that in 
the process of economic development where the 
modern formal system and the traditional tribal 
system are in . juxtaposition, there is intimate 
interaction between the ,two which has .tar-rea 
chinq consequences. for the tribal community. The 
tribal community traditionally has command over 
the resources in a -given tract, according to well 
accepted convention amongst different habitations 
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in the concerned areas and amongst the members 
of the community themselves. The juxtaposition 
of the new system is an alien element in that 
frame. Deep inroads are made by the new system 
gradually and the ultimate result is the loss of 
their command over resources. As we have seen, 
this process has been in operation incessantly for 
the last two centuries in manv a tribal area. First 
the forest is lost then the land and finally even 
his freedom has been jeopardised in many an 
area. The tribal has become a bonded labour 
in many cases. Thus, he has been reduced to 
the status of just the rubble. The tribal is forced 
to join thc,t third non-descript stratum of our 
society. Look at the situation around Ranchi or 
Rourkella. What has happened to the traditional 
freedom loving tribal societies there ? They 
have disintegrated to form that formless rubble. 
Where the tribals used to till their lands as 
proud agriculturists, are now flourishing indus 
tries. But, in this transformation not only the 
comrnunitv has dissolved but many of its 
members have perished. 

The basic issue in tribal development is how 
to ensure that the command over resources, which 
the tribal .cornmunitv enjoys in the beginning 

· when these areas are opened up for the first time, 
is not disrupted. They should be able to nego 
tiate the process of socio-economic transforma-. 
tion without loss of their command. This is ths 
first premise of tribal development. A word of 
caution, however, is necessary at this stage. 
This loss of command assumes a number of 
forms which have to be carefully understood. For 
example, let us ·take the case of Nagaland. The 
Nagas have their own State which is managed 
by their own representetives. In a way, it may 
be taken as sufficient to ensure that their comma 
nd over resources continues though, may be, in ? 
modified form. This is one possible way of 
achieving the desired goal. There-piay be similar 
demands elsewhere. The command theory can 
provide the most important logic for creation of 
a separate state. But in my view this is neither 

· necessary nor sufficient. It is not necessary that 
, juxtaposition of two systems should always result 

· in loss of command over resources. Similarly, 
the mers fact that.a separate state or administra 
tive unit is established does not by itself ensure 
that the command over resources of the commu 
nity can be retained. 

We may consider the above formulation in 
some detail. It is not unusual for the state to 
usurp the rights of a community or the common 
citizen. In the tribal areas the traditional cornmu- 

nity is under pressure from the modern state. 
Moreover, there are a number of other elements 
in the process of socio-economic transformation 
which are equally important and sometimes 
crucial. The modern system in some cases 
operates subtly. Here we may also consider the 
significance of the oft-repeated cliche that tribal 
communities should joi'n the main stream of 
national life. Does it mean that they should 
transform themselves into a mirror image of the 
'main-stream' which itself suffers from tremen- 
dous stratification ? Qr, we should have a milieu C:. 
of give and take. The tribe I societies have much - . ..,,,../ ---H;;,> 
tc offer provided we care to understand their 
strong points. · I was asking some tribal students 
in my class the other day 'Tell me, why should " 
you have the institution of a chaprashi in Your 
area· ? Social str atification on class Hnes is 
against tribal tradition. Moreover, it is also 
known that not many tribal . officers like to have 
a tribal Chaprashi. The reason is simple. The 
tribal Chaprashi will light his cigarette and, in 
response to the cell-bell.: will enter the room of 
his Sahib and ask 'Hello Mr. X, what you 
want ?' He will take his own time to do the 
job. Sometimes he may even refuse to do some 
jobs. If the two fall out in some point he 
may say 'alright I will talk to you when - we vi~it 
our Village' . That is the end of it. 

Such a response is not in consonance with 
the new impersonal hierarchical roles which are 
implicitly accepted by two members of the same 
community by joining the new organisation. There 
fore, even a tribal officer may prefer a low cast 
Chaprashi since he belongs to a stratified socis! 
and accepts his role in the official hierarchy a 
well as naturally as in his own society. Now here 
I ask my students another question as to how long 
are they goi_ng to continue to have the low-caste 
Chaprashies in their area. There are two ptoce 
sses which are operating incessantly. Firstly, 
today the tribal Chaprcsni and the tribal Sahib "3 
have the same emotional response because they 
belong to the same village; both of them share 
the common experience of their traditional 
community. But then the son of the tribal 
Chaprashi and the son of the tribal Sahib 
will not have than privilege; they will grow in 
different surroundinqs as two different ·individu- 
als. These two no doubt may have some memo- 
ries which may provide some .binding force be- 
tween them. But in the third ge1ieration, even 
these memories will fade out. The son of a 
tribal Chaprashl is likely to accept the role of a 
humble Chaprashi more easily than his father 
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who first came from the village with· another 
tribal youth who, however, became a Sahib. 
In any case, his grand son is likely to have no 
gualms 'and would accept the. role of a Chaprashi 
as sincerely, as easily and as obediently as the 
low-caste man. 

The basic question is whether it is necessary 
to introduce this dehumanising · process in a 
society which has the traditional egalitarian ethos. 
In fact we are dedicated to building up of that 
ethos in the national life. But unfortunately the 
modernising tribal elite do not have a model with 
that ideal to emulate. The only model Which 
they have is that of the larger national life com 
prising socially and economically structured 
society where there are poor and there are. rich. 
Jt can not be a model for an eqalitarian society. 
Unfortunately, we are not even moving in that 
direction. My point is that in the tribal areas 
there is still an opportunity; we have not exploi 
ted this potential; we have not even appreciated 
the significance of their living tradition for. the 
national life. The village community in the tribal 
areas ·i•s strong; the tribal community is strongly 
in favour of retaining the traditional egalitarian 
structure, but they do not have a clear idea 
about what is happening. The elite amongst 
them which is capable of understanding the 
nature of new forces is patisan. Consequently, 
the community is · helpless- before the new 
system. 

An array of new elements, which are not very 
healthy, are being injected into the socio-econo 
mic system of these areas. The most desirable · 
goal would have been to retain the egalitarian 
ethos-to harness the new science and techno 
logy and the new organisational systems for 
strengthanihg the socialistic structure. But 

· these goals are against the narrow organisational 
systems for strengthening the socialistic structure. 
But these goals are against the narrow interests 
of the emerging elite. Can we do something in 
this context ? In view of the prevailing natio 
nal milieu of individualism, acquisitiveness, and 
retrace for quick success, it may be difficult for 
the tribal elite to act otherwise. But at least 
one thing is possible, that is, the development 
in the tribal areas may be so guided 'that depri 
vation processes do not set in. At Ieasr no 
tribal need be poor. There is no doubt that 
they are the lucky people. Poverty is still not 
there. But a distinction has to be made between 
an 'earlier stage of development with meagre 
wants and small production-base; and 'poverty' 

which is an entirely different phenomenon so 
that there is no confusion of issues. 

The basic question which can be formulated 
here is whether the tribal communities should 
embark on the path of economic development 
unmindful of the fact that poverty may appear 
amongst them in that process; some people rnav 
grow rich while others may face deprivation. 
And then all these poor rnav join together and 
raise the slogan •Workers of the World Unite'; or 
they may raise a red flag, or a blue flag, or a 
flag of some other hue. Or, should we adopt a 
path where a situation of poverty, squalor and 
stark inequality do not arise ? Let it be ac 
cepted as the goal of our planning that the 
last man in the tribal society will be not al 
lowed to go below what may be termed as a 
reasonable level of living. Development should 
be organised as a process of building up. 
The most promising part of this ppomise is its 
consonance with the tribal _ethos. If the tribal 
community is allowed to have their say and 
enabled to participate actively in the deve 
lopment plans, this will be their most pre 
ferred. choice. Here is the real significance of 
the politico-social system of these traditional 
communities. Without exaggeration I can 
saythat, given· a choice, these societies would 
have seen to it that nobody amongst them 
becomes very rich and none of thEW1 was ren 
dered very poor. They have a long tradition 
of maintaining the social balance. This aspect 
of their life has not been fully appreciated in 
our national life. The new elite amongst them 
has been mistaken as the genuine tribal lea 
dership and taken to represent the community 
ethos. This is not so. Therefore, the process of 
development in many a tribal area has taken a 
wrong direction with rather unhappy resu Its. 

'V 
Thus, finally. the entire question of tribal 

'development boils down to two basic issues, 
v iz., (i) whether the traditional command of 
the community over resources can be pre 
served, and (ii) whether the egalitarian struc 
ture of these communities can be retained 
and their social milieu can be taken advantage 
of to initiate a process so that socio-economic 
transformation can be negotiated without 
deprivation. If these goals are to be achieved, no 
prescriptions can be super-imposed from outside, 
In fact, we do not have a moral right to do so. 
This process can be simulated by the community 
itself. The community should be allowed to 
enable to make their own decisions. 
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This last question brings me to the operation 
of some of the basic democratic processes 
in our country, we as a nation are weded to 
democratic decentralisation. In my view 
'Democratic decentralisation' is a very unhappy 
term. It refers to a· process of decentralisation 
of power which initially is located at a central 
point. Thus, by implication, it is accepted that 
the inherent power . is in· Delhi which could 
be shared with other levels. This is negation 
of the inherent power being with the people. 
Where is the question of decentralisation of the 
power which rests with the people. In a real 
democracy, the delegation can be only from 
bottom to upwards. Let the people delegate 
some .powers to the State, let them delegate 
some powers to the Centre, but the people, 
the communities at the grass-roots are the real 
source of power; the final verdict should be 
theirs. The elites in our country are not demo - 
cratic enough to accept this formulation. They · 
are not prepared to trust the people. They 
belong to the system which has usurped the 
power .of the people. The modern State is the 
worst tyrant irrespective of its colour-red, blue or 
white. The State pays merely lip service to 
the sovereiqntv- of the people in whose name 
swearing goes on· day in and day out; the 
State does not honour that trust. That is the basic 
conflict in the contemporary human situation. 

People's participation in the real sense of the 
term is rather difficult when source of their 
authority is deligation of power from above. 
I will illustrate this point by an example. One 
day a tribal approached me in. Bastar where I 
was Dy. Commissioner. He said, 'Sir, our 
tank has been taken away by the Gram Panchvat'. 
Since I saw nothing wrong in this simple 
statement, I said 'that is fine, what . do you 
want from me?, He said, 'Sir, • give the tank 
back to our Gaon Panchvat', I was not able 
to follow him, I was rather perplexed; what 

. -could be the significance of a change of word? 
But a little reflection made the things clear. 
I had a long chat with him: The basic point 
before the community was about the exercise 
of the real authoritY. Gram Panchvar is a 
formally constituted authority under law. In 
the villaqe setting it is symbolised by its 
secretarv., AU decisions of the Gram Panchyat 
aresubject to appeal 'in higher forums. In. the 
tribal analysis whatever the State decides is the 
last word. Gram Panchvat hot withstanding its 
chase form, is a lowly last run in lo'1g hierarchy 

beginning with the dizzy heights of Delhi. In 
contrast, Gaon Panchyat is the traditional body 
of the people symbolised by Gaon. The final 
authority vests with the people. In this case, 
the people are the legislators; they comprised the 
executives, they are the interpreters of their 
conventions, they are the last arbiters. This 
is how the tradition, as the tribal people know, 
has continued as living reality. It is this sove 
reignty which should vest with the people in 
relation to the management of their ordinary 
life. This was the situation in our country before 
the British came. Whoever was the ruler-Akbar 
or Ashok-it did not matter. The village affair's 
were within the exclusive perview of the people. 

Today with all our democratic pretentions, we 
are not prepared to honour the sovereignty of 
the people in the real sense of the term. It is here 
that the tribal community is unable to reconcile. 
In their case, the tradition of self-governance has 
continued; it is a reality which they have 
experienced. But it is being destroyed bit by bit, 
by new institutional forms which the tribal is not 
able to comprehend. Consequently, the commu 
nity finds itself completely at the mercy of the 
modern system not withstanding the fact whether 
it is a benevolent modern system or authoritarian 
modern system. All of them begin with the 
premise about the source of authority being away 
from the people; they are in a way anti-people. 
If we can not honour the authority of the people, 
if we can not trust the people with matters con 
cerning with their own self, the education of 
their children, their new nutrition, and so on, 
there is something basically wrong. 

In the final analysis, the choice really is 
between credibility of a petty official symbolising 
the system and credibility of the people, Those 
of us who have never enjoyed community life 
and experienced its functioning can not 
appreciate the agony of the people whose 
authority is undermined by those rninious of the 
system for whom they can not have any regard 
either as individuals or as a part of the system. I 
can assure You that if the people are allowed to 
conduct their own affairs, there can not be any 
disaster, things will be much better compared to 
what they are today. What is more, this will 
engender a new confidence, a new faith in the 
people, a climate in the nation, which will 
provide the solid· foundation for building an 
egalitarian socletv of the dreams of the 
founding fathers of our nation. 
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' 1HE JUANGS OF O·RISSA: THEIR WORK AND FOOD 
INT AKE, DEMOGRAPHY AND FERTILITY 

Dr. N. Patnaik 

''1ntroduction 
The Juang is one of the primitive tribes spread 

over the districts of Keonjhar and Dhenkanal of 
,Qrissa. The section of the tribe living in 
Keonjhar district carries on shifting cultivation 
and is in the pre-agricultural level of technology 
and those living · in Dhenkanal district are settled 
cultivators and wage earners. 

Broadly three features stand out as special 
characteristics which distinguish them from other 
tribal communities. These features are: 

(1) Slash and burn cultivation which goes 
'by the name of Dahl (Firing),· Kamana (Shaving) 
or Taila (up land) in the Keonjhar hills. 

(2) Mandaghar (Bachelors' dormitory), the 
largest hut in the village where unmarried young 
men sleep at night and spend time in dancing 
-with the unmarried girls in accompaniment of 
music and play of changu, a flat tambourine- 
like drum. 

(3) Division of villages into Bandhu (coqnatic) 
and_Kutumba (Agnatic) villages. 

Like the, Santai, Munda, Birhor and the Ho, 
the Juangs belong to the Proto-Australoid racial 
stock and have a language of their own which 
forms a branch , of Proto-Central Munda group 
of languages. Most of the Juang men have 
become bilingual and1 speak and understand 
·Oriya in addition to their mother tongue. But 
the Juang women find it difficult to understand . 
Oriya and speak exclusively their mother tongue. 

I, 

The population figures -of the Juang show a 
great varlation from one decinial census to the 

other. Their population as estimated by th 
census of India from the year 1891 to 1971 iS 
stated below: 

Year of Total population 
enumeration of the, .Jua ng 

1891 9,173 
, 1901 11,159 
1911 12,823 
1921 10,454 
1931 15;024 
1941 17',032 
1951 12,559 
1961 21,890 
1971 24;379 

The above figures show a fall of the Juang 
population in 1921 and-1951. The decrease in 
population by 4,473 souls between 1941 and 
1951 is more ·significant than the decrease of 
2,369 souls between 1911 and 1921. In the 
last 20 years there has been considerable 
increase in the Juang population. In a study 
of the carrying capacity of land under shifting 
cultivation among the Juangs of Keonjhar 
district Dr. Saradindu Bose ( 1967) has pointed 
out the consequences of Increase in population 
among the Juangs in the following way. 

(1) Instead of depending on their own land 
the Juangs have taken to wage labour 
to supplement their income. 

(2) Some Juang families have left their native 
place and gone out in search of hired 
agricultural and manual labour. 
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(3) The rate of consumption of food has gone 
\ down to a great extent. 

(4) Many Juang households have run into 
debt and some Juang families have 
changed their land-use by taking up wet 
cultivation in valley-bottom lands wherever 
such lands are available. 

The land in the Juang pirh (Juang country) of 
Keonjhar district is in short supply and there is , 
heavy pressure of population on the land. 
Kadalibadi, for example, a typical Juang village 
in Keonjhar district can support· 30·7 adult units 
with two square meals a day, but there are 89 
mouths to feed. Other Juang villages present 
more or less the same problem. On 'account of 
depletion of the, soil resu·lting from the repeated 
cutting and burning of the veqetational cover 
in the , hill-slopes there has been considerable 
decrease 'in yield of the crops grown in lands under 
shifting cultivation. The minor millets which are 
the staple food of the Juangs are in short supply 
and whatever quantity of rice is available from 
ihe Taila lands is inadequate for consump 
tion. On the whole the ·quantity of different 
cmps produced- from the Swiddens leaves nothing 
by way of reserve. Even at its best the Juan-gs 
of Keonjhar are fed far below their total needs. 

The condition of the Juangs of Dhenkanal 
, district is some what better than what is seen in 

Keonjhar district. These Juangs carry on cultiva 
tion of paddy in the plain lands and supplement 
their income from land by taking up wage 
earning and agricultural labour. Though both 
sections of the tribe, shifting cultivators of 

Keonjhar district and settled cultivators of 
Dhenkanal district are largely at the · subsistence 
level and experience shortage of food, their life 
style, the types of food they eat and the quantity 
of intake of different types of food vary from 
one area to the other. It is assumed that food 
governs the reproductive capacity in a commu 
nity. Taking this basis for lnvestlqation five 
villages in the .Juanq pirh of Keonjhar district 
and four Juang villages in Dhenkanal district 
were taken up for study. The survey included 
collection of genealogies of all the households 
of the selected villages to find out marriage 
types, birth rate, fertility, fecundity and barreness 
of women. Three families on the Keonjhar side 
and three families on the Dhenkanal side were 
closely watched for seven days and the nature 
of works done by men, women and children and 
time devoted to different types of works were 
recorded. In these six families .a food census 
was undertaken and the tvpes of food taken by· 
different members of these households including 
the quantity of different food items taken were 
also studied by direct observation method. The 
findings of. the study are presented in the follow 
ing paragraphs. 

CLAN ORGANISATION AND MARRIAGE 
TYPES 

Clan Organization 
The study was undertaken in five villages of 

Keonjhar district and four villages of Dhenka'nal 
district. The Table 1 gives the clan composition. 
of the villages included in the study. 

.. 
TABLE 1 

Study village and clan composition 

_Single Clan Multiple Clans 

District Villages Clans Villages Clans 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) j, 

' 
1. Keonjhar . . 1. Gonasika .. Tamerabak 

2. Guptaganga, aarumbak 
3. l,(adlibadi .. Samnabak 

4. Tala Radia 

5. Hatisida 

1. Barumbak 
2. Tamerabak 

. 3. Sarnnabak 
4. i(ainsibak 

1. Hatlsidabak 
2. Barumbak 
3.' Sarambak 
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Single Clan Multiple Clans 

District Villages 

(2) 

Clans 

(1) (3) 

Villages 

(4) 

Clans 

(5) 

2. Dhenkanal .. 1. Mahulpada 

2. Baliabandh 

3. Govindpur 

4. Kurumtanger 

.. 

1. Banamba 

2. Kali~b'a 

3. Kelaba 

4. Rangadaba 

1. Adhnab 

2. Banamba 

3. Bhapur 

4. Boitani 

5. Hat isalav 

6. Kalimba 

7. Khanti 

8. Manirnba 

9. Sindhri 

1. aanamba 

2. Hatisalav 

3. l<Eiimba 

4. Kutubandhab 

5. 'Mudiamba 

6. Sar arnba 

-1. Bar,amba 

2. Barchab 

3. ,Dumburiamba 
; 

4. Hatisalav 

5. Kalimba 

'6. Kutubandhab 

7. Mudiamba ' 

,.. 8. Saramba 

QriginallY the villages were of single clan. But 
in course of time due to inter village migration of 
people many villages have become multi-clan in 
composition. This is more so in Dhenkanal 
district than in Keonjhar district. The Table 1 
shows that of the five villages in Keonjhar 
district three villages were of each one clan and 
two villages of multiple clan in composition. 

But in the case of Dhenkanal district all 
the four villages are each composed of 
multiple clans. · In Kurumtanger there are. as 
many as nine clans. Such a multiplicity in clan 
composition is not found in the villages of 
Keonjhar district. 

It is necessary to mention a few words about 
· the terms used for the clans. In Keonjhar the 
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terms used for the clans are in most cases 
synonymous with the names of the villages. It 
means that a man .or a woman refers his or her 
clan to his or her village. For the males bak is 
suffixed and for the females 'ral' or 'dai' is 
suffixed after the clan names. For example 
Dudei, a man of Ta! Raidle village belonging to 
Barumbak married . to Mahusi a woman of 
Baragad village belonging to Nachusidai clan. 
His son Ratana of Barumbsk married to Rai of 
Dumburia vil,age belonging to Dumburia rai clan 
and his daughter Shrimati of , Barumrai clan 
married Jharia of Ganji village belonging to 
Ganjibak clan. Tai Raidia is a settlement which 
has been established by those who have migrated 
from Barum village and therefore the people of 
Tai Raidia identify themselves by the name of 
their former village, that is Barum which is also 
used for their clan name. 

Other clan names which are compiled from 
the geneatogies are listed below- 

Males 

Tumudi~k 

Kandibok 

Dumuriabok 

Nachuibok 

Tangarpadia bok 

B~numbok 

Samnabok 

Lambabok , .. 

Hatisi da bok 

Females 

' Kandirai 

Dumburiarai 

Nachuidai 

Tangarpadarai 

Barumdai 

Samnarai 

Hatisidarai 

Temererai 

Balingdai 

Baitaranirai 

The clan names of the .Juanss of Dhenl<anal 
do not refer to the names of their villages. 
Nevertheless in most cases they are Village 
names. For example one of the clan names is 
Khanati which is the name of a Village existing 
in Dhenkanal. One Chakradhar Pradhan of 
Baladia Bcndha belongs to Khanati clan where 
as his wife Dhobani Pradhan of Gundichapeda 
was born in Saraduba clan. From the clan 
names it is no: possible to determine the sex of 
the, person as is done in the case of the 
Keonjhar .luanqs .. In most cases the clan name 
ends with '.ba' irrespective of the sex of the 

person and in all probability the 'ba' is the 
reduced form of '•bok" which is suffixed after the 
clan name bV the Juangs of Keonjhar. A list of 
the clan names as compiled from the genealogies 
collected from the study villages in Dhenl<anal 
district is given below: 

Males Females 

Barachaba Barachaba 
Kelaba 

Rangadaba Rangadaba 
,..,--, 

Kaliamba Kaliamba ~....,- 
Adhamab Adhamab 
Khanst: 

Barchana Barchana 

Hatisalav Hatisalav 
Mudingba Mudingba 
Barasabak Katubandarai 

Kalimbarai 

Banoimba 

The list shows that the suffix 'ba' is common 
to both male and female clan names whereas 
the suffix 'rai' is exclusive to the females as in 
the case of Keonihar Juangs. That the suffix 
'ba· is the simplified form of bok is evident from 
the fact that there is a clan called Barasabok the 
last name on the male side in the list. 

Marriage Area and Types 

As mentioned above the Juang villages were 
r formerly of single clan and as the clan is 

exogamous no marriage within the village was 
possible. Therefore the villages were grouped 
into two divisions-one group forming the 
Kutumb villages and the other group forming the 
Bandhu villages. BY this arrangement people of 
the former group of villages avoid marriage 
among themselves because they are related to 
one another by blood. They can marry only in 
those villages which are of Bandhu categQrY, 
that is, villages composed of clans other than 
their own with which marital relationship can 
be established. Now in those villages where 
the clan· composition has been multiple, cases of 
marriag.e within the village are met with .in 
significant number. The Table 2 gives the 
marriage area of the study villages. 
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TABLE 2. 

· Marriage Area of Study Vil/ages 

Study area Villages with clan composition 
Single clan !\.llultiple clan 
villages villaqes 

No .. of marriages 

I - 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

1. Keonjhar 1. Gonasika 

2. Guptaganga -~ 
3. Kadlibadi 

I i' 

4. Tala Raidia 6 
5. HatiSida 

Within Outside 
v.illage village 

(5) 

1. Dhenkanal · 

Total 

1. Baladiabandha· 

2. i(urumtager 
3. Mahu~pada 

4. Govindpur 
ii, 

Total 

5 

3 

3 

6 

·28 
16 

35 

79 

61 

45 

106 

185 
-------- 

30 · 

40 

9 ~ 
28 

107 

The table' shows that of the five villages in 
Keonjhar district three villages are of single clan 
and two of multi-clan in composition. All the 79 
cases of marriage enumerated from the genealogies 
which a're drawn from all the households of the 
three single clan villages were held outside these 
villages. As regards the two multi-clan villages 
in one case five marriages were held within the 
village and 61 marriages outside the village .and 
in the other case a II the 45 marriages were 
held outside the villages .and there was not 
a single case of marriage wit~n the · village 
even though it is composed of inter-marrying 
clans. 

In the case of Dhsnkans] all the tour villa,ges 
are multi-clan in composition. In two casesout 
of 76 marriages as many as 70 marriages were 
held 'outside these villages and only six marriages 
within these villages. In the other tvve eases all 

the 37 marriages were held. outside . these 
villages. 

One significant trend which emerges from these 
cases of marriage in multi-clan villages is that the 
choice for marriage in majority cases in ,both 
areas is towards outstde villages. 

As regards the marriage types arranged marriage 
in which parents play a dominant role in the 
selection .of bridegroom or bride is considered a 
matter of gn~at prestige in Ohenkanal district. But 
in contrast, cases of love marriage in which boys 
and girls enjoy considerable liberty in selecting 
their partners are most common among tbe 

-Juanqs of Keonjhar district. Preferential types of· 
marriage which are found more in number among 
the Juangs of Dhenkanal are of levitate and 
sororate categories whereas marriage by exchange· 
and srororate types are more popular among their 
counterparts in Keonjhar district. 
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DAILY PATTERN AND SEASONAL RHYTHM 
OF WORK 

Pattern, of Work 
Except slight differences, by and larqe, the 

. works carried out by the Juangs in both the 
districts from morning to night in different time 
intervals are of similar nature. In both the places 
women get up from bed when the cock crows 
and in feet they rise earlier than men in both the 
areas. Household chores of work such as 
cleaning houses, fetching water, husking millets 
or paddy and cooking meals are commonly 
exclusive to women in both the areas. The daily 
routine of work as observed in Keonjhar and 
Dhenkanal districts is furnished in Annexures 1 
(a) and 1 (b), 

·In· this respect there is some difference in the 
works of men. As the Juangs of Keonjhar depend, 
for their livelihood chiefly on shifting cultivation 
which has nothing to do with plough and animal 
traction they do not have any draught animals 
and therefore taking care of such animals is not 
a part of their work. But in the case of the 
Juangs of Dhenkanal who maintain plough 
bullocks, such works as cleaning cowshed, 
cutr[ng grass for the cattle, and feeding and, 
tending them are most. essential and the major 
portion of the morning, hours is devoted to these 
works. 

Another difference is noticed in the aesthetic 
aspect of daily life. The Juangs of Keonjhar 
maintain in every village a bachelors· dormitory 
and keep it in good repair, Almost every evening 
after the day's work is over the unmarried boys 
and girls gather in the open space in front of the I . 
Mandaghar and dance together. Such dancing 
by boys and girls together among the Juangs of 
Dhenkanal district is discouraged under the 
influence of the caste Hindus who look askance 
at such dancing. 

I 
\ 

Annual cycle of activities 
In the case of the Juangs of the Keonjhar 

district the economy is based in shifting 
cultivation and collection of forest produce 
whereas in the case of their counterparts in 
Dhenkanal district the livelihood hinges chiefly 
on wage earning, agricultural labour and paddy 
cultivation in the plains. This difference in 
occupational pursuits has made all the· differences 
in food habits and economic activities between 
the Juangs of both districts. Both men and 
women among the Juangs of Keonjhar are 

engaged fully in some months and partially in 
other months in various agricultural operations 
connected with shifting cultivation. Their 
staple food is millet which is grown in swiddens. 
In every Juang village there are many jackfruit 
and mango trees and the Juangs live chiefly 
on jackfrults and mangoes in seasons and on 
mango kernel for sometime also. Edible roots 
and tubers, fruits and flowers collected from 
the forests supplement the millet diet in · almost 
alt seasons. Hare and deer caught or hunted 
in the nearby forests enrich the Juang diet, but 
the supply of animel protein from this source . _,,t 
is most irregular. . .r<T" 

Among the Juangs of Dhenkanal cultivation 
of rice in the plain lands and agricultural labour 
and . wage earning are significant economic 
pursuits and the rice which is grown in the 
lands and received cs . wage forms their staple 
diet. As there is no forest nearby no forest 
produce is available and hunting is out of 
question. The fruit trees like mango and 
jackfruit am available but not in such a great 
number as is present in the Juang pirh of 
Keonihar · district, The· Juangs of Dhenkanal 
district who are primarily farming people. get a 
variety of green vegetables either from their 
own lands or from neighbouring farming 
communities and from markets and eat a fair 
quantity of them with cooked rice and pulses. 
Among them women do as much hard work 
as men do and the bulk of the hired labour is 
drawn from the ft:;male section of the community. 
The Annexure 2(a) gives the annual cycle of 
activities 5.S prevalent among the Juangs of 
Keonjhar and Annexure 2(b) that of their 
counterparts of Dhenkanal. 

FOOD COMPOSITION AND NUTRITION 

Juang Food 
The Juangs of Keonjhar. depend primarily 

upon millet diet with addition of rice, vegetables, 
maize and wheat according to seasonal variations. 
The important types of food are millet, or ragi 
gruel, parboiled rice cooked in water, rice cakes, 
rice water, roasted maize and maize gruel, 
bread prepared from wheat flour, pulses cooked 
into dal, vege,table curry, green iackfruit cooked 
to make curry, green leaves added to ragi or 
millet gruel, h'lpngo kernel made into gruel or 
cakes, boiled or roasted roots and tubers, mutton, 
chicken, egg, meat cooked with spices. Fruits 
such as [ackfruit and mango · form principal diet 
of the Juangs in summer season. The Juangs 
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are ak.o habituated to drinking liquor brewed 
from mohua flowers and prepared from rice 
and maize. 

The comparison the foods taken by the 
Juangs of K.&onjbar, Dhenkanal .districts shows 
some differencEJ: Among the Juangs of Dhenkanal 
rice forms the staple diet and millets, ragi and 
ma~ are occasionally taken, Their main food 
what is called Pakhal Bhat, cooked rice kept 

immsnsed under plain ·watesr ever night. 
Wheoevet fresh and hot cooked rice is eaten, 
the dal prepared from pulses and curry prepared 
from various types of vegetables from the side 
qishes, Green mango and tamarind cooked 
together are taken for sour taste, Cakes are 
prepared from rice powder and ragi flout. on 
special occasions and eaten without any side 
dishes. Mutton, chicken and · eggs are also 
used as food whenever such food items are 
available particularly during festivities. Vegetables 
and meat are cooked in water <1nd oil, turmeric, 
onion, chilly and $pices are added to make the 
dishes tasty,. · 

The Juangs of Dhenkanat are not so much 
habituated to cf.rinking liqu,ot · as are those of 
«eonjhar area. · But they drink the juice of 
powdered opium fruits boiled in water which is 
· toxi~ating an,d relief givinij· 

.Puring the ·field work the dailJ food in'lake bV 
diHerent family members· in, six famijles-three 
in Keonjhar study area and three in ;01:1ellkanal 
stLJcty area was'observed for Se¥en days end the 
quantity of .different food items eateo per day bY 
male and female adult units was estim~ted with 
the help of the standard literature on nutrition 
.brought out by National Institution of Nutrition, 
Hyderabad, Th~ constituent nutrients of 
djfferent foods were found out and the e~ent of 
3 constttuenta available in the daily, average 
iet per male adult unit and female adult unit 
ere calculated and the findings compared with 

norms recommended bY the Indian council 
of Medical Research to find out excess 0t 
ff1cient intake of each of these constituents. 
e Table 3 gives a comparative picture of 

excess and deficiency of these 13 nutrients in 
diet of the Juangs of both areas. The data 

are a·ranged under three categories : 

utrients found in excess in the diet 
taken by both men and women. 

2. Nutrients found deficient in the diet taken 
by both men and women. · 

- 3. Nutrients found in excess in the diet 
taken by the males and deficient in the 
diet taken by the females. 

The table shows that nutrients like calcium, 
phosphorus, iron and Vitamin A are found in 
excess in the diet taken by the Juangs of both 
sexes of Keonjhar district, But excepting 
Phosphorus which is common to both areas 
certain other nutrients such as Carbohydrate, 
Vitamin B1 and Niacin are found in excess in _ 
the diet of the Juangs of both sexes in the 
Dhenkanal areia. · 

TABLE 3 

Excess an Deficiency of selecte(f Nutrients 
in Juang diet 

Keonjhar Dhenkanal 

Excess intake bY botl!l men and women : 
Calcium Phosphorus 
Phosphorus Carbohydrate 

/ 

Iron 
Vitamin A 

Vitamin B1 
Niain 

Oeflcirlnt intake by both men and women : 
' Protein Fat 

Fat 
·catory 
Vitamin C 
Common salt 

Excess intake by males 
females: 

Carbohydrate 
Vitamin e, 
Niacin 
Vitamin a, 

Vitamin C 
Commoo salt 
Vitamin A 

and deficient intake by 

Vitamin 82 
Protein 
CalorY 
Calcium 
Iron 

As regards deficiency it is found that fat, 
Vitamin C and common salt are deficient 
nutrients common to both areas. The deficient 
nutrients which are specific to the areas are 
protein in the Keonjhar area and Vitamin A in 
the Ohenkanal area. 

, There are seven different nutrients which show 
excess intake by the males and dGficient intake 
by the females. Of these food values Vitamin s~ 
is common to both areas. Niacin and Vitamin 81 
fan to the

1 
Keonjhar side and Protein, Calory, 

Calcium and Iron to the Dhenkanal side. Food 
value of different iterns of tood taken daily per 
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male adult unit and female adult unit both for 
Keonjliar villages and Dhenkanal villages is giver, 
in the Ahnexure 3 (a} and 3 (b). The composi 
tion of tl'le average diet of the .luarrqs of the 
study areas as compared With the norms 
recommended by Indian Council of .Medical 
Besearch is ·presented in Annexure 4 (a) for 
Keonjhar Study Area and in Annexure 4 (b) for 
Dhenkanal Study Area. • 

Juang populatioa and Sex Ratio 

In the study area the population of the Juang 
was 470 (236males and 234 females) in Dhenka 
nal and 450 (229 males and 221 females) in 
Keonjhar. · The sex ratio - comes to 992 in · the 

former area and ~6q in the latte~ lrrea.i T~e Table 
No. 4 g_ives the populstlcn and sex ratio among 
tt,e Juangs at the state as well as district le~els 
for 1961 census and 1971 Census as compared 
wlthrtha corresporrdtnq figures of the studv ·ar~as 
as collected during the survey· i11 t 984. _The sex 

· ratio 'tor bothiha ·study areas is g7g whereas the 
corresponding figure for the Juangs of Dhenkanal 

• district es .a whole is 1,041 and for Ksoniher is 
1,074. Except the study areas and Keonjhar 
district for 1 !il61 .Census the sex ratio at the State 
level and at the district level in both 1 !il61 · and 
19.71 censuses is above 1,000 varying from 1,013 
to 1,074. Th.is shows that the female population / 
is greater than th~ male population in the Juang ;-, 
society. 

TABLE 4 
I 

Juang population and Sex-Retk: 

Year Area No. of 
couples 

· Population · 
Total l\llales 

Sex Ratio 
Females Females 

,,: per 1,000 
Males' 

(1) (2) ' (3) 

1961 O_rissa 

1961 Keonjhar District ' 

1961 . Dhenkanal District 

I 1971 .OR,ISSA 

1971 Keonjhar District 

1971 Dhenkanal District 

1984 Dhenkanal Study Area 

1984. Keonjhar Study Area 

1984 Study Area · of Keonihar 
and Dhenkanal. 

97 

105 

202 

( 4) ' (5) (6) .._ . (7) 

21,890 10,877 11,013 1,013 

9,768 5;02B _4,740 943 

11,551 , .5,587 5,964_, 067 1 ' ' ·,. 
1,051, 24,384 11,888 12,496 

12,372 • 5}}66 6,406 . 1 Jn4 . ~ '. ' 

11,378 5,574 5,804 1,041 

470 236 '234 992 

450 229 221 965 

920 465 455 · 979 

Distribution of Juang population of the 
study areas by age-groups. . 

The population of the Juangs in both the 
study areas is distributed under 14 2ge-groups 
'each of four year interval and the last age~group 
is 70 years anti above. Based .on the data a 

population pyramid has been constructed. The 
distribution of the population- under different 
age-group,s is given in Table 5. . . But the 
population pyramid is given . below. · BY its 
side the population pyramid for Keonjhar and 
D henkanal districts is given for comparison. 
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The py,ami~ sbow,s tb~t- •~~r~ i,s; r,)9. basic 
difference between the" study ~r~a~ in re'spect of 
the distribution of population ~n,d,er, qi,U~r(mt 
age•groups. The population in 'the four age 
groups from th~ bottom is more or less the same 
in both the areas and those age-groups comprise 
larger population than the higher age-groups 
which show significant decline in population 
from the age-group 40-::44 years upwards to 70 
vears and above. 'On the whole the population 
pyramid ,. conforms to a broad base ,' up to the 
age-group 15~19- years after which it takes a 
tapering trend to the top with a slight bulging in 
the age-group 50-:-54 years in the Keonjhar side, 
Compared with the population pyramid for the 

TABLE 5 

Ag1-Gro11pvyi~;J Oistribcttion of Jueng POPCJlotiOIJ, 19/J4 

SI,. 
No. 

Ptienkanal Study area 

. fy1 

Keon}hi.ir Study area 

M F= ' T 

(2} (4) (51 

ov~,raH pp~~da~ion of 1,{~Q,Mjhar and Ohenkanal 
districts · taken together it shows that in the 
pyrami,cl the ,JaperiJ'!g, trenq is very clear and the 
base is much broader than that of the study areas: 

The distribution 'shows that the children of 
0-4 years and 5-9 years age-groups comprise 
10·42 per cent and 12·76 per cent respectively 
in the entire population of the Ohenkanal st1.1dY 
area, The correspondinq figures for the Keonihar 
study area in the same order are 10·89 per cent 
and 12:59 per cent. , It shows that nearrv 
one-fourth of the population in the study areas 
fall to the first two lowest age-groups up to __. 
9 years, 

{6) m (8) 

Phenkanal and Keonjhar 
Study area 

M F T 
,(9) 

3 '10....H 

~ ,is-19 

7 30-34 

n 50-54 

12 55-59 

13 60-84 

15 70.indabove 

•... 

.. _ . .,, 

•-•--•---.-- c . -•--'·o--o---s<.~ .. •----...--•-, 

29 2.0 49 {10'0.) 29 20 49 (11'0) 58 

3.4 26 60 (13) 36 22 58 (13) 70 

~5 17 42 (9) '1:7 Hi 43 00) 52 

;~ 31 53(11) 26 28 54 (1 Z) 48 

14 11 ,25 (5) ' , 18 ,2,3 41 (9) 32 

,.1 17 31 !7} 12 1~ :31 ('7) 26 

is 31 47 (10) 18 1~ 36 (8) 34 
" 

21 27 48 ,{10') 15 p 32 m 36 

,a 10 28 (6) 19 '1 zo {4J 27 ,. 

;23 10 33 (7) 11 ,a 27 (6) 34 

s 15 23 (5) 20 11 31 (7) is 
8 5 13 (3) 2 12_ 14 m 10 

'2 7 9 (2) 3 4 7 (1) 5 

3 4 (1) 2 ~ 4 (1) 3 .. 
4 5 (1) 1 2 3 0 J 2 

(10) (11) 

40 98 (10) 

48 118 (13} 

33 as (9.J 

5.9 107 (11) 

34 66 CJ) 

36 82(7) 

49 83 (9) 

· 44 80 {9) 

21 , 48 (6) 

26 60 (6) ., .. 

16 54 (6) 

17 27 (3) 

11 16 (2) 

5 8 {1) 

6 8 (1) 

- . --------- -··------~-----------· 

Tqtal 234. 470 229 450 46$ 455 
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Marital status of females of different age 
groups (in percentage). 

The marital status includes three components 
unmarried, married and currently married. The 
married includes married, widowed and divorced, 
and the curren-lv married includes those Who 
married last year. The information are provided 
in the Table. 6 

The data show that there is no woman above 
20 years of age among the Juangs of Keonjhar 
who are unmarried. All the unmarried girls are 
confined to the first two age-groups, that is, 13 
girls to the age-group 10-14 years and 15 girls 
to the age group 15-19 years and in the 
remaining age-groups there is not a single case 
of woman of unmarried status. 

In contrast a different picture is seen in the 
cese of the Dhenkanal study area. In this case 
there are unmarried women not only in the first 
two age-grqups as in the case of Keonjhar but 

also there are unmarried women in many older 
age-groups such es one unmarried woman in 
25-29 year age-group, two each in 30-34 year, 
35-39 year age-grcups, three each in 50-54 year 
and 60-:-61 year age-groups. As regards curren 
tly married women all cases of this nature are 

. confined to the first two c:ge-groups that is 
10-14 years and 15-19 years. In the case of 
the Keonjhar study area· all the three married 
women of 10-14 year age-group were currently 
married. But in the next age-group, that is, 14-19 
years out of 19 married women of the Dhenkanal 
study area 11 women were currently married 
and out of 13 married women of the Keonjhar 
studv, area 7 women were currently married. 
Except these two age-groups no other age-group 
show my currently married cases. It mean~ that 
both in Dhenkanal and Keonjhar marric:ges of 
women are held before they attain 20 years 
of age and late marriage after 20 Years is not in 
vougue among the Juangs. 

/ 
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'Percentage of married, widowed and 
divorced population. 

Data regarding these matters are presented 
in Table 7. No special feature is noticed in 
the category of married in bojh the study areas 
except that in the case of Keonihar area the 
percentage of ma, ried among the females is low 
from the age-group of 50-54 years upwards. 

· 1n the case of Dhenkanal area such a low 
percentage of married amonq the females is 
marked only in the _age-group of 60-64 years. 

/ 

I 

The widowhood is seen from the age-group 
of 30~34 years upwards for both males anti 
females in the Dhenkanal study area and the 
percentage of widowhood is spectacularly 

0

larger 
irom the age-group of 45-49 years upwards in 
the case of the females. But it is not so in any 
age-group except that of ;60-64 years in the 
case of the males. The Keonjhar study area 
present a different picture. In this area the 
widowhood starts from earlY age-group of 
15-19 years. The mates donot show widow 
"hood in large extent from younger age-groups 

to older 2ge-groups. But in the case of the 
females the widowhood is seen in small extent 
up to the age-group of 45-47 years after which 
the widowhood is seen to have existed in great 
magnitude. 

The problem of divorce is of little importance 
among the Juangs of Dhenkanal study area 
whereas it is of great significance in the Keonjhar 
study area. The matter of divorce has occured 
only in the age-group of 35-39 years to the 
extent of 5-56 per cent on the male sid_~ in the 
former study area. But this problem is seen 
to have occurred from very early aqe-qroup of 
20-24 years on both sides of ·males~ and females 
up to the age-group of 45-49 years beyond which 
there is no case of divorce in the latter study 
area. One of the reasons for the occurence of 
divorce to a greater extent among the Juarrgs 
of Keonjhar than among their Dhenkanal counter 
parts · is that the former have retained tribal 
characteristics to a great extent and are less 
influenced by the Hindus among whom the custom 
of divorce is not in vogue as it is among the 
tribal communities. 

I 
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Percentage of ever married women with 
. number of children. 

In this section the matter relating to the 
number of children which the married women 
have ever given birth in both the study areas is 
analysed. Children up !o 14 years of age have 
been counted for this purpose. The data are 
furnished in the Table-B . 

The table shows that the women having no 
child are in greater proportion in Keonjhar study 
area (13·24 per cent) than in Dhenkanal study 
area (9·09 per cent). The percentage of women 
having one child is the highest in both the 
areas. It is 23·14 per cent in the case of 
Dhenkanal arid 22·52 per cent in the case of 
Keonjhar study area. As the number of children 

increases the percentage of women bearing 
them steadily decreases. This pattern is largely 
applicable to the Dhenkanal study area. But 
no such clear cut pattern is noticed for the 
Keonjhar study area. In this case the per 
centage of women bearing two children is same 
as that of those bearing three children. After 
the third child there has been steep fall to 3·97 
per cent for women bearing four children 
instead of further decrease the ' percentsqe of 
women bearing five children has been almost 
doubled, that is 6·62 per cent. There a1·e no . 
women in the Dhenkanal study area bearing 
more than five children. But in the Keonihar 
study area such women were present, 1·96 per 
cent of women have given birth to six children 
and 1 ·32 per cent to more than six children. 

TABLE 8 

Percentage of ever married female with no. of children (0-14)Years of age 

Number of Children 
Study Area No child One Two Three Four Five Six More 

than six 

Dhenkanal (9·09) 23·14 12·39 2·48 1 ·65 

Keonjhar 13·24 16·56 16·56 3·97 6-62 1 ·99 1 ·32 

Woman having offspring above 14 years of age are not included in counting. 

Births in the last one year bv order of birth 
in percentage (Study· area-1984) : 

Information on births during the last one year 
by order of birth . were collected from the study 
area. If a woman had reported having given 
birth to a child during the last one year and 
if the total number of children ever born to her 
was say 4 then the last year's birth in order of 
birth is 4. Such a classification of birth by 
parity is . extremely useful for a number of 
reasons. The' data relating to this problem are 
presented in table 9. 

The table shows that 3' births have taken 
place in the youngest age-group of 15-19 
years. The same number of births has also 

taken place in the next higher age-group of 
20-24 years. The data show that even the 
second birth has taken place in the much older 
age-group of 35-39 years in the Dhenkanal 
study area. But there is no such instance of 
second "birth by the older women in the Keonjhar 
study area. The fourth, fifth and sixth births 
have all taken place within the range starting 
from 25 years to 44 years. Even the 8th and 
9th births have occurred in the age-group of 
30-34 years and such larger number of births 
by the women of middle age-group. Even the 
birth of 10th in order by women of 35-39 years 
have occured in Dhenkanal districr. But the 
women of Keonjhar have no experience of giying 
birth to such a large number of children. 
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TABLE 9 

Births in thf last one veer by order of birth in percentage (1984 study eree) 

SI. Age-grou~ of tst 2nd 3rd 
No. Mother DKL. KEO. DKL. KEO. DKL. KEO, 

( 1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

1 10-14 

2 15-19 12·90 33·33 3·23 8·33 6·45 

3 20-24 ·21-21 10·53 27·27 5·26 18·18 10·53 
" 

4 25-29 
,, 

5 30-34 6·45 

6 35-39 3·70 

7 40-44 

8 45-49 

9 so+ 
10 15-49 5·11 6·18 5·11 ,?·06 2 9,? 4·06 

' 
,--- 

/ 

SI. Age-group of 4th 5th 6th 
No. Mother DKL. KEO DKL. KEO. DKL. KEO. 

(1) (2) (9) (10) ( 11 ) (12) (13) (14) 

1 10-14 .. 
2 15-19 

3 20--24 

4 25~29 17·65 11 ·76 6·2p 18·75 , 
5 30-34 9·p8 p·p7 3·23 13·33 3·23 

6 35-39 3·70 7·6$ 7·69 

7 40-44 10 

3 45-49 

9 50+ .. 2·94 

10 15-4~ 4·38 1·03 3·65 4·12 1·46 4·12 
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SI. Age-group of 7th 8th 9t~ 10th Remarks 

No. Mother DKL. KEO. DKL. KEO. DKL. KEO. DKL. KEO. 

(1) (2) ( 15) {16) , (17) (18) ( 19) (20) (21) (22) (23) 

._ 

1 10-14 

2 15-19 

3 20-21 

i 4 25-29 

'l 
5 30-34 3·23 3·23 

6 35-39 3·70 

7 40~4 10 11 ·11 

8 45-49 

9 5o+ 

10 15-49 0·73 1·03 0·73 0·73 0·73 

Sex ratio of children (1-14 years) ever born 
The number of male children and female 

children born to women of different age-groups 
varies between the two study areas. The Table 
10 gives the information regarding this matter. 
It is seen that on the whole the propor 
tion of female children to male children 
in the age-group of 1-14 years is greater in 
the Keonjhar study area than in the Dhenkanal 
study area. The sex ratio in the former area is 
741 ·67 whereas it is 652•59 in the latter area. 
ln five out of eight age-.group5 the sex ratio is 
greater in Keonjhar thanin Dhenkanal and in 
one age-group the sex ratio. has crossed 1 000 
in Dhenkanal where as it has gone up to 1400 in 
the age-group of 20-24 in keonlbar. 

Sex ratio of Surviving children {1-14 
Years). 

It is interesting to compare Table 9 with Table 
10 which gives information about the sex ratio 
of surviving children (1-14 Years). It is found 

that 52·6 per . cent of male children and 50·4 
per cent of female children of 1-14 years born 
to women in their whole reproductive age rang~ 
from 15 to 49 years survived in the Dhenkanal 
area. The correspondinq figures for the Keonjhar 
area is 75 per cent and 69.6 per cent 
respectively. The mortality of female children 
has touched 50 per cent mark in three 
age-groups of their mothers that is 20-24 years, 
30-34 years, and 40--44 years, in Dhenkanal 
where as it has crossed only in one age-group 
that is 35-39 years of their mothers in Keonjhar. 
Nothing can be inferred from this difference 
except that one can doubt the influence on the 
Dhenkanal Juangs of the Hindu society. in 
which female children are not taken care of 
properly as the male children are. It may be 
mentioned that in a tribal society no difference 
in attitude towards the male and female- children 
is marked. A male child is as much welcome 
as a female child is and therefore the latter is in 
no way discriminated agair1st as her counterpart. 
in a Hindu society suffers. · 
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, I " 
. TABLE 10 

Sex ratio of children (1-14) ever born 

SL Present . Study Area 

No. age of Ohenkanal Keonjhar Dhenkanal+Keonjhar 

mother Males Females Sex Males Females Sex Males Females Sex 

ratio ratio ratio 

(1) (2) (3) {4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9} (1 O) (11) 

1 15-19 8 1 125 8 7 875 16 8 500 

2 20-14 9 6 666-67 10 14 1400 19 20 1057·63 
' 

.. 

3 25-29 26 24 923•08 29 12 413·79 55 36 '654·54 

' 

4 30-34 43 34 290·71 24 15 625 67 49 731 ·34 

5 35-39 37 18 486·49 24 22 916·67 61 40 655·74 

6 40-44 27 · 22 814·81 11 7 636·36 38 29 763·16 

7 45_:49 1'Z 4 235·29 14 12 857•14 31 ;16 516·13 
• 

8 50 and 10 10 1000 11 9 818·18 21 19 904·76 

above. 

9 15-49 . 167 109 652·69 120 89 741 ·67 287 198 689·89 

4,. .I. 
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Awerage number of children e;tver .born 
per woman. 

The, living conditions are so different between 
he D.1henkanal and Keonjhsr study areas that 
ne may think of some difference in regard to 
he average number of children born 
er woman in these two areas. The Table 12 

"resents information about this matter. It shows 
hat with the advance in age in the case of 

, Dhenkanal the average number of children ever 
· born per woman has increased up to the 35-39 
years beyond which it has decreased. The same 
trend is also noticed in the case of Keonjh ar 

. except one difference that in this case the age- 
:· group beyond which the average declined is 

. 45___,49 years. As compared with the -Dhenkanaf • 
study area the average number of children ever 
born per woman is greater in five out of eigh~ 
age-groups in the Keonihar study area. In this 
the average has been as high as five, but in the 
case of Dhenkanal the figure has not ·exceeded 
three in any age-group. As compared with all 
India average it is seen that the averages in the 
first three age-groups are lower in India than in 
the study areas taken together. But in the 
remaining five higher age-groups the averages 
are much higher. For example, the average in 
the age-group of 50 years and above for both 
the study areas is only 2 whereas the corres, 
ponding figure for the country as a whole is as 
high as 4.736. 

t Average number of children ever born alive per woman 

Average number of children ever born <!live per woman in different age-groups is given in the 
Table 12. 

TABLE 12 

Average number of children ever born aliVe per woman 

-Area . Age-group· 

15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-41 45-49 -50+ 15-49 
,i .,,, 

f 
2 t Keonjhar study 1, ~'.1 2 3 2 2 1 2 

k area. 
i 
i' 
f Ohen k a n a I 1 2 2 3 3 5 5 2 2 r f study area. 
j• 

\' Keonjhar - and 1'.' ;z ,3 3 3 ·4 4 2 3 
Dhenkanal. "' 

ij India 0·173 1 ·33 2'413 3-455 4·264 4·712 4·989 4·736 i ... • ~ 
Child-woman ratio, (1984.). 

,· 
The child-woman ratio (CWR) is 

as follows: 
1 R = P(0-4) X 1000 

' I F (15-0) 

,, ,. 

calculated 

or 

Proportion (P) of total living children in 
the age,-group of 0-4 years to females ( F) 
in the age-group of 15-49 years. 

2, R = P<5-9> x,1000 · 
• 2 F'(20-54) , · 

00 Proportiont P) of total I iving • children in 
-. the age;~group of 5-9 years to· tamales ( F) 
.-;:, in the .'.:age-group of ,20-54,Years. .· 

'The table 13 gives the data on CWR for the 
Study areas as compared With Qrissa and India as 
a whole. 

TABLE 13 
Child-W,9man Ratio (CWR) 1984 

Study Area 

1. Keonjhar 
'2. D hehkanal 

orlssa (1981) 
India (1981,) 

CWR 
R1 

I 
R2 

- 
,; 

371s 504 
358 496 
507'·' 708 
546 695 

44 



_ 1t is seen 'that 'Iletween the two lt"lic:IY areas 
Dhsnkanal shows a lower fertility lev.el'both in 
R1 and 'R2 flian ·wheit'is recorded for Keonihar. 
The CWRs ·_corresponding to the age-group 
·0~4/15-49· and to the age-group 5·_9/20-54 
for both the study areas for f9'84 are much lower 
'than what those in Orissa and India as a whole 
for· 1981. 

Age specific marital fertility rate (AS MFR) 

The age specific marital fertility rate (ASMFR) 
is catculated to find out the average number of 
children born alive during the last Year per 
married woman of a particular age-group. The 
Table 14 gives the ASMFR for six age-groups for 
the study areas. The last row of the table gives' 
general marital fertility rate (GMFR) for 15-49 
years. 

·a11rren women 
Married women who have .attained menopause 

and are above 40 years pf age and have -not 
.been conceived are considered barren. The 
Table 15 gives the distripution ef barren woman 
in the study area. 

TABLE 15 
Barren women 

Age-group Keonihar Dhenkanal 

35-39 1 

40-44 1 1 

45-49 .. .2 2 

Total 4 3 

TABLE 14 

ASMFR 

Age-groups -_,. __ Study areas 
Keonjhar Dhenkanal Keonjhar 

Dhenkanal 
combined 

(1) (2). (3) (4) 

15-19 

20-24 

25-29 

30-34 

35-39 

40-44 

0·42 

0·26 

0·25 

0·20 

0·15 

0· 11 

0·16 

0·09 

0·18 

0·10 

0·04 

0·2 

0·29 

0·18 

0·22 

0·10 

0·16 

The barren woman belonging to the age-group 
35-39 is really of 39 years old and has no 
possibility of bearing child. The-re are thus four 
barren women among t 17 married women of 
the age-group beyond 39 years of age in Keo 
njhai' district. This works out 3·42 per cent of 
barren women who have now no possibility of 
bearing children. 

In the case of Dhenkanal there are three 
barren women above 40 years of age and the: , 
proportion of barren women in Dhenkanal comes 
to 2·5 per cent. Besides; these barren women, 
there are some married women who have as Yet 
no child born to them (either still' birth or live 
birth) although they have been enjoying c_onjugal 
life. The Table 16 gives a distribution of such 
women having no experience of conception so. 
far . 

TABLE 16 

Women with no issue so far .. 
GMFR(15-49)206·18 
Study Area 

India 

108·33 157·3 Actual age Study area 
Keonjhar Dhenkanal 

143 

The table shows that the age specific marital 
fertility rate tor all the six age-groups is less in 
the case of Dhenkanal than that of Keonihar. 
The general marital fertility rate (GMFA) is also 
lower in Dhenkanal than that of Keonihar. Both 
the study areas record a lower GMFR as compared 
with the rural areas of India as a whole which 
is 143. 

25 
27 
31 
32 
34 
35 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 

Total 2 5 



'There is a general notion. _that the Juangs 
particularly the section lhting in the Juangpirh of 

- · Keonjhar district have a low reproductive or 
, fertility rate. This study which was taken up in 

· five Juang villages in the Juangpirh does not 
· prove the public idea to be true. The Juangs of 
Dhenkanal are settled cultivators, agricultural 
labourers and wage earners. Their counter 
parts of the Juangpirh are primarily shifting culti 
vators. It is generally believed that the Dhenka 
nal .Juanqs who are settled agriculturists and 
enjoy diversified economic pursuits are better fed 
than their Keonjhar Juangs who depend for 
their livelihood upon shifting cultivation which 
is a primitive form of economic pursuit. The 

low food intake and resulting mal nutrltlon are, 
. attributed for low fertility · rate among the· 
Keonjhar Juangs. But that is also not a fact. 
The section dealjnq with the dietary habits 
shows that no serious deficiency either in the 
quantity and food value is noticed in both sides. 
Rather it is found that the intake of certain foods 
is sufficient in both areas. There are certain, . 
other food items the intake of which is sufficient 
in one area and deficient in another. If such 
differences have attributed to the cause of low 
fertility in one area and high fertility in another 
area it is necessary to investigate the matter by· 

_taking the study on a larger coverage. 
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